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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 Introduction

On September 26, 1980, the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Doctrine issued the U.S. Army Operational Concept for the Employment of

Smoke and for Smoke Countermeasures (TRADOC pamphlet 525-3) which acknowl-
edges that "U.S. Army Forces must be prepared to employ smoke and fight
effectively in a smoke environment." Furthermore, the concept pamphlet
describes tactics and techniques for the employment of smoke and for
countermeasures against enemy smoke. The official promotion of a smoke
concept has been preceded by a considerable amount of research involving
production efficiency, effectiveness of obscuration, and potential harm-
ful effects. The U.S. Army Medical Research and Development Command at

Fort Detrick, Maryland, has been particularly concerned with the hazards

of screening smokes and requested Arthur D. Little, Inc., to conduct a
study of "Occupational and Environmental Hazards Associated with the
Formulation and Use of White Phosphorus-Felt and Red Phosphorus-Butyl
Rubber Screening Smokes." The study involved literature reviews, inter-
views and site visits with an ultimate objective of developing an assess-
ment of the potential hazards associated with the manufacture and use of
these particular smokes for the workforce, troops, the general community,
and the environment. The following sections describe the results of this
study and the assessment of hazards associated with the manufacture and

use of these particular screening smokes.

1.2 The Life Cycle for Production and Use of Screening Smokes

The life cycle of white phosphorus-felt (WP-F) and red phosphorus-butyl

rubber (RP-BR) smoke materiel includes the following phases;

(1) blending of components to specified formulations

(2) production of smoke materiel (projectiles, pots, and grenades)

(3) quality assurance testing

(4) packing of materiel for storage/shipment

(5) transportation/storage of materiel

(6) deployment of materiel in training/field use

(7) demilitarization/disposal

The population exposed, the chemicals of concern, the nature of exposure,
and the probability of exposure differ markedly in each phase of the life
cycle. In phases (1) and (2) production workers might be exposed to indi-
vidual components of formulations, and the combinations of components for
8-10 hours/day, five days a week. Also in phases (1) and (2), components,
combinations of components, and/or transformation preducts might be re-
leased to the environment via stack emissions, wastewater effluents, and

Arthur D Little Inc
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residues for disposal from production lines and pollution control equip-
ment. In phases (3), (4), and (5), exposure would be limited to relatively
rare accidental events. In phase (6), troops might be exposed to a com-
bustion aerosol which comprises the screening smoke. Dispersion, deposi-
tion, and fall-out of the aerosol components, and physical/chemical trans-
formation of those components in the atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere
and biosphere create the potential for widespread environmental exposure.
Phase (7) (demilitarization/disposal) has the potential for both workers
and environmental exposure to formulations, combustion products, and

transformation products, depending upon procedures employed.

1.3 Physical/Chemical Properties of Raw Materials and Combustion Products

The major raw materials and combustion products are characterized in
Table 1. The actual chemical composition of screening smokes is a current
topic of investigation by A. Snelson and coworkers at lIT Research Insti-
tute under Contract No. DAMD 17-78-C-8085 in the case of white phosphorous-
felt, and by R. Holmberg and associates at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
for red phosphorous-butyl rubber. The results of these studies, both
supported by the US Army Medical Research and Development Command, will
be used to reassess the findings of this report and to plan inhalation
toxicity studies of the phosphorus smokes.

1.4 Routes of Environmental Contamination

Potential routes of environmental contamination resulting from production
operations include:

e Workplace air

e Stack emissions

e Land/water deposition of air emissions

* Wastewater discharge

e Solid waste discharge

During field use combustion products will be airborne and eventually will
deposit on land or water. Residual formulation may also be dispersed
into the environment. Except for field use, pollution controls limit the
extent of environmental contamination. On the other hand, control failure
can result in high levels of contamination.

1.5 Exposure Scenarios

In order to develop a better understanding of the types, levels, and
routes of potential exposure, scenarios are presented for specific seg-
ments of the WP-F and RP-BR life cycles which, in general, are considered
to consist of two distinct phases: (1) production of smoke screen
munitions and related demilitarization and disposal activities, and (2)
use of smoke screens under training and battlefield conditions.

2
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TABLE I PHYSICAI,/CIIEMICA. PROPERTIES OF RAW NA

HF AT
PROCESS AUTOIGNITION CRITICAL CRITICAL CAPACITY HEAT OF

MATERIAL APPEARANCE INTRODUCTION MELTING BOILING DENSITY TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE PRESSURE (cal/mol FUSION

(reference) POINT POINT POINT deg) (callmol) (

White Colorless to
Phosphorus yellow waxy Raw 44.1*C 2RO.5'C 1.828 30"C 6951c 82.2 atm 22.18 at 600 + 3

solid material A/cm
3  

(moist sir) 25"C per mole
P24 

at of P4
44.1°C

Red Red-brown Raw sublimes 2.34 260C 589*C 43.1 atm 5.1 at

Phosphorus powder material at 416*C g/cm in air 25°C
/mole P

Methylene Colorless Raw -95*C 40C 1.3266 624 237*C 60 atm 24.5 at 1100

Chloride liquid material g/cN
3  

-622*C 15*-

"2 CI2 45°C

Phosphorus White Combustion 420°C 2.3 50.6_at 8200

Pentoxide crystal product (stiblimes g/cm 25°C
P4010 at 360*C

1 atm)

Phosphorus Colorless Combustion 23.8*C 175.41C 2.135 34.4 at

Trioxide liquid product g/cm
3  

25C

P4 06  41.2 at
127-C

Orthophos- Colorless Combustion 42.35*C 261C 1.8741 25.3 st
phoric Acid crystalline product g1cm

3  
25C

R 3PO4  solid

Phosphorus Deliquescent Combustion 70.1C 1.65 3070

Acid colorless product glcm
3

H2 (HPO 3 )

Polyphos- Comb ust ion
phoric product

Acid 2-6

Phosphline Colorless Combustion -133.8-C -7.8Fc 51°( ,4 atm 8.9 at 270
PH3  liquid product 25%C

LA°



ICAI. PROPFRTIES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMBUSTION PRODUCTS

I HFAT
* CAL CAPACITY HEAT OF HEAT OF VAPOR HEAT OF ENVTRONMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL
URE (cal/mol FUSION COMBUSTION PRESSURE SUBLIMATION SOLUBILITY TRANSFORMATIONS FATES

deg) (cal/mol) (kcal/mol) (im HR) (kcal/mole)

atm 22.18 at 600 t 3 710.2t1.0 1 at 13.4 Slightly soluble in 4P + 50 " " P0on25C per mole 76.6C per mole hot H 0 2 bustion 4 P 4 - Hazardous waste

of P 2landfillt of P4 of P4 2.5 r-----Atmospheric 4H PO4 Aquatic and soil44.1Oc 10 g/l ether Pt010
25 g/l CIIC13 4P+30 2-ton ,4 0 Fate Is oxidation to

125 g/l carbon Atmospheric, phosphates via

dIsulfide 4 6 Moisture 3 3 loer oxides
_Il 3 (trace)

atn 5.1 at 703.21.5 Very slightly See white phosphorus
25C soluble in H20 transformations
/ole P Insoluble in most

organic solvents
atm 24.5 at 1100 144.5 436 at Slightly sol. in H20 Will react with atmospheric Photochemical

15*- 25°C Sol. in EtOH radicals to form phosgene, decomposition45°C Sol. in ether CO, etc.

50.6 at 8200 22.7 Hydrolysis Reacts u.ith atmspherIc Aquatic and soil
25% moisture to form deposition of phos-

oxyacids of phosphorus phates and lover
oxides

34.4 at H 0
25°C Hydrolysis P0 . 41 PO Forms H 3P04. PH 3,41.2 at 

46 vapor 3 3 phosphites127LC
25.3 at25*C All proportions Pkl-2.15, pk2 -7.1 Land and water deposition,

25.3 at2.l'calcium, iron and
pk3 = 12.4 aluminum phosphate salt
phosphates formation

3070 All proportions pk 1 - 1.8 Land and water deposition.

41 2 (iIPO 3 ) .3H3 PO4  oxidation (slow) to
3250-275C phosphates, possible

42 PH3  production of phosphine
phosphite & phosphate

salt formation

Will form phosphates Land and water deposition,

conversion to phosphate

8.9 at 210 Sparingly soluble Oxidized to form oxvacids Oxidized or dissociated25%C of phosphorus

____



A scenario for production was developed, based upon observations of the
facilities at the Pine Bluff Arsenal, to describe the fill, close, and
packout (dry fill) operation and, specifically, the loading of burster
casings into filled canisters. The scenario addresses a series of
hypothetical circumstances which could lead to skin contact with white
phosphorus. The production scenario also addresses exposure to flora/
fauna and exposures related to the pollution control/waste facility. A
major focus for RP-BR scenarios in the circumstances which could lead to
inhalation of methylene chloride vapors.

Scenario development for training and field use was more complex because
of the variability of applications and conditions. Specific scenarios
address: (1) small cloud generation using the L8Al vehicle-mounted
grenade, (2) one-time deployment of WP-F smoke with mortars or rockets
to screen a large area, and (3) sustained coverage of a large area
using WP-F deployed by field artillery. These scenarios describe the
circumstances of deployment, the subsequent dispersal of smoke, and
their relationship to human or flora/fauna exposures. In general, the
scenarios demonstrate that smoke deployment will result in extremely
high airborne concentrations over a very limited area. While there are
no empirical data which can describe the spatial relationship between
troops and smoke screens, the scenarios suggest that the confluence of
troops and high smoke concentrations is unlikely. Appendices to Section
3 describe the dispersion models utilized in scenario development and
the particle size distribution of smoke clouds.

1.6 Toxicology of WP-F and RP-BR Smokes

A detailed review of the toxic effects of white and red phosphorus and
other smoke formulation ingredients is provided in Section 4. In general,
it is noted that one would expect a concentration range for any toxic
effect rather than a sharp cut-off point between effect and no-effect.
For most species tested, it appears that the critical concentration

measured as an LC is about 2,000 mg/m3 . Human exposures at concen-

trations between 180 and 700 mg/m 3 for less than 15 minutes are associated
with reversible pulmonary symptoms and mucous membrane irritation. A
longer duration of exposure at these lower concentrations may be associ-
ated with more serious effects. Unfortunately, there is no model by
which the data on known health effects can be extrapolated to predict

safe and unsafe exposure levels and periods. Furthermore, potential
effects will vary depending upon the composition of the smoke which, in

turn, depends upon weather conditions, particularly humidity.

Other toxic chemicals used in the production of WP-F or RP-BR smokes
include methylene chloride, which is used in compounding RP-BR and is
associated with depression of the central nervous system, irritation of
the eyes and upper respiratory tract, pulmonary edema, and blood carboxy-
hemoglobin formation. It has been studied for carcinogenic effects, but
no long-term carcinogenicity data are currently available.

4
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1.7 Hazard Assessment

The objective of any hazard assessment is to identify hazards and to
quantify risks. The major limitation for the hazard assessment process
is the lack of a comprehensive data base, and this limitation is
particularly acute for assessing the hazards of the future manufacture
and use of WP-F and RP-BR smokes.

The hazard assessment addresses the two major phases of the smoke life-
cycle (production and use) individually. The results of the assessment
indicate that the production of WP-F and RP-BR screening smokes can be
conducted with minimal risk to occupational safety and health and the

*surrounding environment. Pine Bluff Arsenal has established safe opera-
ting procedures, including requirements for the use of personal protective
equipment. In case of exposure, emergency eye wash and whole body
drenching tubs are available. To prevent the development of chronic
disease from long-term low-level phosphorus exposure, the Arsenal
conducts a dental health surveillance program. In addition, the planned
conversion to enclosed dry line operations will reduce emissions from
production operations.

By reducing process water utilization, the dry line also reduces the
potential for environmental impacts. More importantly, the development
of a zero discharge pollution control system will eliminate the problems
previously associated with process emissions.

Industrial hygiene, medical surveillance, and pollution control programs
are vital aspects of WP-F and RP-BR production and, when strictly
enforced, serve to control a variety of potential hazards.

The deployment of WP-F and RP-BR screening smokes in training or testing
field activities presents some hazards which, to a large extent, can be
controlled with proper planning and utilization of protective equipment.
Community risks can be eliminated by locating training sites in isolated
areas. Community risks are not expected to be severe, especially if thedistance downwind from the deployment site to the site of any potential
community exposure is greater than 300m. As noted in Table 2 and as
described in Section 5, susceptible members of the community (e.g.,persons with chronic pulmonary disease or asthma) may suffer symptoms ofirritation at distances of about 5,000m downwind from the deployment
site, and this distance should be considered as a minimum separation
between smoke training areas and susceptible residential populations.
In wartime, community exposure cannot be well controlled; however, the
hazards of screening smokes are negligible in comparison with other
hazards of war.

If deployment is concentrated on a small area, environmental impacts arelikely; however, they are reversible as shown by the recovery of the area
surrounding the production facility at Pine Bluff.

5
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TABLE 2

COMUNITY EXPOSURE ESTIMATES

I)Lstaiicu Downuwiind Maximum
..l!oy'ut Concentrations (P20 s) Health -Effects

(Uig/rnl)

100 m 1.46 x 105 Intolerable concentra-

tion - 106 Ug/M 3

Minimum harassing concen-

tration, masts mandatory -
4 7 x 105 1g/m 3

200 m 6.98 x ]0

300 m 4.36 x 104 Lowest toxic concentra-
t i,)l 1 0 5  1,g/m 3

400 m 3.06 x 104

- 500 m 2.26 x 104t

600 m 1.84 x 10

700 m 1.51 x 10"

800 m 1.26 x 104

900 m 1.10 x 10"

1000 m 9.42 x 103

5000 m 9.63 x 102 Phosphoric Acid TL=
10' 1ag/m

3

6
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Phosphorus smoke concentrations necessary to maintain an effective screen
are greater than those which have been reported to cause death in some
laboratory animals and acute effects in man. Thus, if it is assumed that
troops may be exposed to such concentrations in training or during tests,
the mijor factors that must be considered in estimating hazard are the
availability, effectiveness, and proper use of respiratory protection.
The US Army Medical Research and Development Command is currently spon-
soring research on the health effects of phosphorus smokes in order to
obtain more quantitative information than is now available on the toxic
response to current battlefield smokes. These data can be used to more
precisely define the hazard and to define the necessary level of protec-
tion to be provided to the troops by the respiratory protective device.

1.8 Discussion

The scope of work for this project required the collection of informa-
tion for an initial estimate of the occupational and environmental
hazards posed by the manufacture and use of WP-F and RP-BR screening
smokes. Information was collected from a variety of sources including
published literature, on-going research conducted by U.S. Army personnel
and contractors, and site visits to Aberdeen Proving Ground and the PineBluff Arsenal. In addition, models were developed to characterize the

environmental fates of the products of smoke deployment. All of this
information was reviewed and served as a foundation for developing
exposure scenarios and, subsequently, assessment of hazards.

The major problem associated with this logical series of tasks, and a
persistent theme throughout the report, is the lack of a comprehensive
precise data base.

From the perspective of hazard assessment, there are three basic areas
where additional data are needed:

(1) Characterization of emissions,
(2) Evaluation of exposures, and
(3) Utilization of protective measures.

On-going research at the Illinois Institute of Technology Research
Institute (IITRI) is focusing on the identification of the products of
screening smoke combustion. To date, little work has been conducted to
evaluate exposures either in the occupational setting or in the field.
During the information collection phase of the study only two industrial
hygiene surveys at Pine Bluff Arsenal were identified. No attempts to
measure personal exposure in the field were identified. Industrial
hygiene sampling techniques should be applied to measure both worker
and troop exposure.

Identification and evaluation of hazards should be followed by controls
both for the protection of workers and troops and for the protection of
the environment.

7
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2.0 LIFE CYCLE DESCRIPTION

2.1 Introduction

The life cycle of WP-F and RP-BR smoke materiel includes the following
phases:

(1) blending of components to specified formulations

(2) production of smoke materiel (projectiles, pots, and grenades)

(3) quality assurance testing

(4) packing of materiel for storage/shipment

(5) transportation/storage of materiel

(6) deployment of materiel in training/field use

(7) demilitarization/disposal

This chapter describes the various phases of the life-cycle, with particular
emphasis on potential points of human and environmental exposure to smoke
materiel components, formulations, combustion products, and transformation
products.

The population exposed, the chemicals of concern, the nature of exposure,
and the probability of exposure differ markedly in each phase of the life
cycle. In phases (1) and (2) production workers might be exposed to individual
components of formulations, and to combinations of components for 8-10 hours/
day, five days a week. In phase (2) production workers may also be ex-
posed to combustion products of white phosphorus, especially during the
washdown of the dry-filled canisters after filling and inertial sealing
of the canister cap. Also in phases (1) and (2), components, combinations
of components, and/or transformation products might be released to the
environment via stack emissions, wastewater effluents, and residues for
disposal from production lines and pollution control equipment. In phases
(3), (4), and (5), exposure would be limited to relatively rare accidental
events. In phase (6), troops might be exposed to a combustion aerosol which
comprises the screening smoke. Dispersion, deposition, and fall-out of
the aerosol components, and physical/chemical transformation of those com-
ponents in the atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere and biosphere create
the potential for widespread environmental exposure. Phase (7) (demilitarization/
disposal) has the potential for both workers and environmental exposure to
formulations, combustion products, and transformation products, depending
upon procedures employed.

2.2 Production

The production of white phosphorus-felt screening smokes will probably be
limited to the production facilities at the Pine Bluff Arsenal in Pine

8
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Bluff, Arkansas. Plans to develop a production line for red phosphorus-

butyl rubber screening smokes have been postponed because funds have not
been appropriated. For the next few years, RP-BR will be supplied from
production facilities in Great Britain. For the purposes of this report,

the description of RP-BR production will be based upon available program
plans.

2.2.1 Formulation Process

The traditional process in use at Pine Bluff Arsenal since World War II
for formulating and manufacturing white phosphorus screening smokes has

been a dip fill or wet line process whereby shells are conveyed on wheeled
pallets into a tank containing molten white phosphorus covered by a layer
of phossy water to prevent oxidation of the phosphorus (Figure 1). When
the shells are submerged in the tank, the air in each munition is displaced,
first by water and then by WP. After leaving the tank, excess WP is
manually aspirated to the required filling level and a burster is
inserted to close the shell. Since the outside surfaces of the shells
are contaminated with WP, they must be cleaned with water sprays and de-

tergent prior to painting, marking, zoning, and leak-testing. This pro-

cess is rather labor-intensive, requiring thirty-two (32) employees when
filling 8000-105 mm munitions per eight-hour shift for the operating

three lines. Most of the labor requirements are related to material

handling rather than working directly on the production line.

The major problem with this process is frequent spillage of WP, contam-
ination of line equipment and munitions, and employee exposure to WP and

P205 fumes. These shortcomings are related to extensive levels of air
and water emissions and to occupational safety and health hazards asso-

ciated with such an open system. The advantages and disadvantages of

the wet fill are shown in Table 3.

In order to reduce the problems related to pollution and worker safety

and health, and presumably to increase production efficiency, a dry fill

process has been developed in which the munition is filled directly with

WP through a nozzle in an inert gas cabinet. (Figure 2). This system

reduces spills, emissions, and contamination of the process line. Spills

are controlled by the use of a volumetric filling system which delivers

premeasured volumes of WP to the nozzle reservoir (Figure 3). In 1976

during a trial run of 105 mm munitions, 5,000 shells were filled with a
high degree of accuracy. It was reported that air pollution was negligible

and water pollution was reduced by more than 95%. During the trial,

labor requirements were reduced from 32 to 12, of which 8 were material

handlers. The 105 mm canisters were filled at a rate of 24/mn. Dry
fill operations are listed in Table 4.

A significant feature of the filling process is the use of an enclosed

cabinet (7' x 3' x 12') on the conveyor which is supplied by an inert

gas generator. The purging and filling operations occur automatically

as munitions are conveyed inside the cabinet. The Phase II plans of the

9
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TABLE 3

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WET FILLING

ADVANTAGES OF WET FILL:

1. Unsophisticated equipment

2. Low first cost

3. Adequate production record

DISADVANTAGES OF WET FILL

1. Grossly contaminated production line equipment

2. Unacceptable quantities of heavily contaminated
air and water--does not meet EPA standards

3. Cannot meet OSHA requirements for personnel
safety

4. Large manpower requirements

5. Contaminated munitions which require
cleaning and repainting

6. Less accuracy on filling requirements

7. Heavy maintenance requirements and
excessive downtime.

Source: Stewart and McKinney (1977).
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BRAIDED TEFLON4
VENT LINE -.0
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ADJUSTABLE FEE
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FIGURE 3

Source: Stewart and MicKinney (1977).
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TABLE 4.

DRY FILL LINE 3: FILL, CLOSE AND PACKOUT

Operation No. Operations

1 Transfer cartridge from empty storage

2 Start-up prccedure: Inert gas generator
and WP transfer into filling and storage tanks

3 Prepare empty bodies for filling

4 Transfer bodies to filling line

5 Degrease cartridges

6 Place bodies on filling conveyor

7 Operate and monitor Work Center "D"

8 Start-up procedure: WP Filling Line No. 3

9 Cabinet opening procedure

10 Operate and monitor Work Center "D"

11 Operate and monitor Work Center "C"

12 Load burster casing into filled munitions

13 Press burster casing

14 Unload filled munitions

15 Place cardboard sleeves over cartridges
and load cartridge to oven pallets

16 Leakage test of cartridges in oven

17 Inspect cartridge, insert shipping plug

and load shipping pallets

18 Close and strap pallets

19 Shut down procedure

Source: Pine Bluff Arsenal Operating Directives
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dry fill project call for expansion of the line for a capacity of 8,000
munitions per 8-hour shift. Munitions which will be filled on this line
include 60 or 81 mm mortars, 2.75-inch rockets, and 105 mm artillery
projectiles. At present, WP production at Pine Bluff consists of 3 wet
lines and I dry line (Figure 4). Long-range plans call for complete
conversion to dry lines, but that may not occur for 10 years. In the
meantime, substantial efforts have been made to control the levels of air
and water pollution from the wet lines.

Red phosphorus grenades are currently produced in Great Britain. RP-BR
is formulated in 200-pound batches. The process involves adding 18t
of methylene chloride to the ground-up butyl rubber to form a syrup
mixture which is mixed with red phosphorus. The resulting 95% RP, 5%
BR composition is dried in outdoor drying ovens and is chopped into 60g
plugs. Each grenade is loaded with 360g (six plugs) of the RP-BR
mixture.

According to officials at Pine Bluff Arsenal, RP-BR munitions production
is tentatively scheduled to begin in 1985. The planned production
facility will be located in a renovate,d 10,000 sq ft building. Exxon 365
(butyl rubber) will be supplied in small bales which will be processed
by a guillotine chopper and grinder. Processed BR will be plasticized
with RP in an enclosed kneader-extruder using methylene chloride as the
solvent. Extruded granules will be transferred on trays to an outdoor
drying oven to evaporate the excess solvent. Six 60g batches of granules
will be pressed to form a 360g pellet which will be inserted into a rubber
sleeve, which in turn will be inserted into the L8Al grenade.

2.2.2 Controls and Personal Protection

While some ventilation is provided on the WP-F wet line process, the
primary strategy for protecting workers is the use of personal protective
equipment and the provision of showers and plunge tanks. Employees on
the production line are required to wear flame-proof coveralls and a cap,
safety shoes, cotton underwear and socks, a Graylite safety apron to 3"
below boot tops, a flashmask (face shield) and rubber gloves. The Pine
Bluff Arsenal safety protocol for the WP filling plant includes detailed
first-aid recommendations. The plant is equipped with several plunge
tanks and flood-type showers which are available for use in case of WP
burns.

Medical surveillance, particularly comprehensive dental examination, is
an important control procedure. Each employee in WP production is
examined biannually and banned from work if any of the following conditions
are discovered: large carious lesions, badly broken-down teeth, or active

15
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peridontal disease. Evidence of a need for more routine dental work is
followed and can lead to suspension from work if the problems (e.g.,

caries, scaling and cleaning) are not treated.

The provision of enclosed booths on the dry line is an important
engineering control. However, because of the potential hazard, dry line

employees are also required to wear the full range of protective equipment.

Information concerning controls for the RP-BR process is limited, particularly

control of methylene chloride vapors. The kneader-extruder is a closed
Iprocess but collection of granules on trays could allow considerable

vapor emissions. Unless ventilation controls are provided, standard
industrial hygiene practice dictates that respiratory protection should

be worn if airborne levels approach the NIOSH proposed OSHA permissible
exposure limit of 75 ppm averaged over a work shift of up to 10 hours

per day, 40 hours per week, with a ceiling level of 500 ppm averaged
over a 15-minute period. Since the toxic effects of methylene chloride
may be enhanced by carbon monoxide, this compound should also be carefully
controlled in RP-BR operations.

2.2.3 Points of Potential Human and Environmental Exposure

2.2.3.1 Air Emissions

The present white phosphorus wet line operation generates air emissions
of phosphorus compounds. In order to remove fumes from the work place,

20.000 cfm of P205 -contaminated air is scrubbed and vented through three
stacks, two of which are 100 feet and the other 27 feet high. These

Venturi scrubbers remove 95% of the P 205 , (Permit - Arkansas Depart-

ment of Pollution Control and Ecology 7/28/78.)

White phosphorus dry line emissions are not known, although fugitive

emission of phosphorus containing fumes is likely. The dry line process

should have significantly lower emissions.

The most significant air emission during red phosphorus production is

methylene chloride. Planned control strategy (Permit Application -

Arkansas Department of Pollution Control and Ecology - 5/10/79) consists

of a 50-foot high stack for venting commercial grade methylene chloride

from the RP-BR drying oven. Ninety percent of the methylene chloride

will be removed by charcoal adsorbers with steam regeneration. TWo

adsorbers will be available, one to be used while the other is being

regenerated. Forty-seven lb/hr of methylene chloride and 185 lb/hr of

steam are condensed, stored, hauled, and incinerated. Five lb/hr of

methylene chloride will escape to the atmosphere. The system will

operate six hours or less per day, five days a week, year round, indicating
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that as much as 7800 lb/yr of methylene chloride could be emittea. Iwo
hundred fifty pounds of methylene chloride is used per 1000 pounds of
product, resulting in an emission of 25 lb/1000 pounds of product. The
5 lb/hr emission rate has been calculated to 5esult in ambient air
concentrations of much less than the 160 Ug/m (.25 ppm) volatile hydro-
carbon standard at the boundary of the Arsenal, which is 4000 feet from
the proposed emission point. The standard would be exceeded only at emission
levels greater than 36.3 lb/hr.

2.2.3.2 Water Discharges

Scrubber and munition rinse water (phossy water) are used in the WP-F
production process. This water is treated and recycled so the
system is closed. The scrubber water is neutralized and sent to a
steam evaporator; the condensed water is reused in the scrubbing system.
Approximately five gallons per minute of makeup water is added to the
scrubber system. Approximately 5000 gallons per eight hour shift of
phossy water, which contains phosphorus, phosphoric acid, and phosphates,
is treated with ozone. The phosphorus is oxidized to P 0 which is
vented to the scrubbing system. The ozonated water is hen reused to
rinse contaminated munitions as they leave the wet line.

Minimal amounts of water are used in the dry line system. Phossy water
can be ozonated and recycled as in the wet process.

The conversion to all dry production will scale down the water treatment

needs but the basic treatment system will probably remain the same.

No information is currently available concerning water discharged from
the red phosphorus process. If any water is used, it is possible that

it may be contamined with phosphorus compounds similar to those found
in the white phosphorus processes, as well as methylene chloride.
White phosphorus is highly toxic to aquatic organisms and to humans
exposed by ingestion; red phosphorus is less toxic to humans. Infor-
mation was not available regarding the toxicity of red phosphorus
to aquatic species.

2.2.3.3 Solid Discharges

There are two sources of solid waste for WP-F production--still bot-
toms from the molten phosphorus tanks and slags from the scrubbing
operation and subsequent white phosphorus platform recovery. The
solids from the scrubbing operation in white phosphorus-felt produc-
tion are processed to recover phosphorus.

18
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The ashes which will contain metals and possibly some phosphorus com-
pounds are quenched with water. Quenching could possibly produce some
phosphine from the reaction of metal phosphides and water. The ashes
will be presently stored on site and subsequently landfilled when a
hazardous waste landfill becomes operable in 1984 at Pine Bluff.

Proper containment in the landfill will minimize environmental effects
i of the disposed solids. Possible escape paths to either water or soil

systems are leachate or run-off. Metals could be incorporated into the
aqueous phase and then concentrated in biological systems.

The residual is currently stored in drums. The residual probably contains
P 4 1 phosphates, and carbonates. A fluidized bed incinerator unit is
expected on line in the near future in which the scrubber slag will be
burned. Ashes will be quenched with water and then buried in a hazardous
waste landfill which is scheduled to be operating in 1984. Still bottoms
from the wet and dry lines are also currently stored in drums at Pine
Bluff. Still bottoms probably contain P 4 in small amounts and other
phosphates. This waste will be disposed in the tentatively planned
waste landfill at Pine Bluff.

The total generation of solid waste is 100 pounds per operating day.
This includes the still bottoms and the scrubber system waste solids.
Any waste containing P4 would be considered hazardous under RCRA and
would have to be disposed in accordance with their regulations. Con-
version to all dry line production will reduce the scale of this problem
but not eliminate it. The same handling procedure is planned for the
still bottoms of phosphorus holding tanks.

2.2.3.4 Summary

The environmental releases of pollutants from WP-F (wet line) and RP-BR
production are summarized in Figures 5 and 6. Releases from WP-F dry
line production are much less than for wet line. Air emissions are
negligible. Contaminated wastewater is 95% the volume generated by the
wet line. Still bottoms are treated in the same manner for both pro-
duction lines.

2.3 Field Use

Smokes have a variety of applications in modern military tactics and can
be generally classified as obscuration, screening, or identification
smokes. An important role of smoke is to degrade the effectiveness of
modern weapon systems which rely upon sophisticated electro-optical
acquisition and guidance systems. For example, obscuration smoke may
be delivered on an enemy antitank guided missile (ATGM) position to prevent
it from acquiring targets. Obscuration smokes may also be used against
an attacking armored force to cause it to vary its speed or direction.
Screening smokes, on the other hand, are employed in areas of friendly
troop operations or between friendly troops and the enemy to conceal ground

* maneuvers or to create false impressions of movements. Identification
smokes are employed to identify targets and positions or can be used for
cromunications.

19
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While the general uses and tactics of battlefield smokes are relatively
straightforward, there appears to be an endless variety of specific
scenarios for deployment depending upon factors such as location, meteor-
ological conditions, numbers and types of friendly and enemy troops and
equipment, tactical considerations such as attack, retreat, flanking
movement and deceptive movements. Two Army publications; "Small Unit
Operations" and "Concept: Smoke, a Combat Multiplier," provide ex-

cellent scenarios for smoke use, but, because of the variability of bat-
tlefield operations, no scenarios can be construed to represent "typical"

I conditions. On the other hand, they do provide sufficient information
for the purposes of developing hazard assessments.

Our present understanding is that white phosphorus-felt will be deployed
by field artillery, while red phosphorus-butyl rubber will be deployed
from tank-mounted grenade launchers. It is anticipated that these smokes
will eventually be used in mortars, smoke pots and other systems. The
following section provides a general discussion of various deployment
procedures.

2.3.1 Deployment Procedures

There are 5 basic systems for producing smoke: (1) Field artillery
cannons, (2) Mortars, (3) Smoke pots, (4) Smoke grenades, and (5) Vehicle
smoke grenade launcher. Field artillery are used to deliver 155 mm and
105 mm smoke on distant targets. Normally, the use of artillery requires
careful planning and, because of the long range, does not represent a
direct hazard to friendly troops. Mortars (81 mm and 4.2 inch) can
deliver a high volume of smoke at mid-ranges in a specific area and also
require some planning prior to deployment. Smoke pots produce large
volumes of smoke for extended periods of time. Pots are emplaced by hand
or can be dropped from vehicles or helicopters and can be ignited manually
or by remote electronic signal. At present, smoke pots are limited to
the hexachloroethane and fog oil types. White smoke grenades are used to
cover or screen individual vehicles while colored smoke grenades are used
to mark or spot specific locations. Sometimes they are used as diversion-
ary smokes. The average soldier can throw a grenade 30 to 35 meters.
Grenades such as the L8Al can also be launched from vehicles such as tanks
or armored reconnaissance vehicles. They are designed for emergency
evasive maneuvers and can generate smoke rapidly to conceal or screen
individual vehicles from the enemy.

Present plans call for the use of white phosphorus (in a matrix of either
felt or fiberglass) in 155mm artillery rounds and 2.75 inch rockets, and
red phosphorus in the L8Al vehicle-launched grenades and probably in the
81mm mortar. The use of phosphorus in other munitions is not certain.
Smoke pots and wh.te smoke grenades may use phosphorus, but colored
smoke grenades almost certainly will not.

While the techniques for the tactical deployment of smokes are numerous,
some basic techniques can be described (Table 5).
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TABLE 5

EXAMPLES OF TACTICAL SMOKE DEPLOYMENT

Offensive Tactics

• Blind enemy observers with artillery and mortars

a Obscure vehicles from enemy direct fire with grenades

* Conceal a bypass with artillery and mortars

e Screen an assault with smoke pots

o Cover a breaching operation with all deployment types

Defensive Tactics

* Slow the advance of attacking forces with artillery and mortars

* Separate and isolate attacking echelons with mortars

* Force enemy infantry to dismount from mechanized vehicles with

artillery and mortars

* Cover movement with smoke pots

* Expose enemy helicopters with artillery and mortars

Smoke Countermeasures

" Use artillery and mortar countersmoke to blind enemy defenders

e Use enemy smoke to cover a defensive maneuver

" Use close air support aircraft and attack helicopters to fly above

enemy smoke and attack.
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2.4 Demilitarization/Disposal

Munitions which are retired or outdated are processed to recover phos-
phorus. The munition shell, which will still be contamined with P4 , is
incinerated in the fluidized bed incinerator at Pine Bluff which will
be operable in the near future. The residual P4 will yield combustion
products of oxy-acids of phosphorus, phosphates, phosphites, and possi-
bly trace amounts of phosphine.
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I

I
3.0 EXPOSURE SCENARIO

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 described the points of potential human and environmental exposure

during the life cycle from production, through use, to disposal of smoke

materiel. This chapter first describes the nature of the potential exposure,
including:

chemical composition, physical form, and physical/chemical
properties affecting environmental transport of raw materials

used in formulations, fabricated products, combustion products,
and transformation products.

* routes of transport in both the workplace and ambient environment.

* estimated concentrations of chemical species in affected areas
of the workplace and ambient environment.

* duration of exposure of receptor organisms.

Finally, a number of production and field use scenarios are described, to

serve as a basis for subsequent hazard assessment.

3.2 Environmentally Significant Properties of Raw Materials and Products

3.2. 1 White Phosphorus

White phosphorus is one of the two raw materials in WP-F munitions. White
phosphorus (P ) is a colorless to yellow waxy solid at room temperature.
P is commercially produced by reducing phosphate rock. Van Wazar (1958)
gives the following chemical equation of production:

(4 + 4y)Ca 5(PO4)3 + (20x + 1 - 9y)Si02

+ (30 + 30y)c electric furnace 20(CaO. x SiO2 -CaF2)

+ (1 + 9y)SiF4 t + (30 + 30y)CO + (3 +2y)P 4  .

When x is approximately equal to 1 and y less than or equal to 1/2, the
vapor is condensed and collected under water to yield white phosphorus.

White phosphorus is very reactive and spontaneously combusts in atmospheric
oxygen to yield phosphorus oxides. To prevent air oxidation it is stored
under a blanket of water. White phosphorus also readily reacts with halides
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to form the tri- and pentahalides of phosphorus. Alkaline earth and
electropositive metals combine with white phosphorus to form the corre-
sponding phosphides. White phosphorus reacts with alkali hydroxides to
form phosphine and hypophosphites (Merck, 1976). White phosphorus is
converted to red phosphorus by heating in a closed system (Van Wazar,
1958). The physical/chemical properties of white phosphorus are pre-
sented in Table 6. White phosphorus generally contains arsenic and
other trace impurities. An analysis (Snelson et al., 1980) of elemental
impurities in white phosphorus is presented in Table 7.

White phosphorus emitted to the air may undergo oxidation. Since P4 is
only very slightly soluble in water it probably reaches an aquatic or soil
system via dry deposition. If the P4 is covered with an oxide pacifying
layer which is extremely hydroscopic, washout and rainout could be important
air to surface transport mechanisms.

In aquatic systems white phosphorus is very slightly soluble, (3 mg/L).
Dissolved oxygen will react with dissolved or suspended white phosphorus
in water to form lower oxyacids of phosphorus. The half-life of white
phosphorus in water is in the range of two minutes ot 240 hours (Sullivan,
1979). White phosphorus can exist much longer in anaerobic sediments.

The transformations of white phosphorus in the soil are similar to the
aquatic systems. Since white phosphorus is not very soluble in water, its
mobility in soil systems is probably low. Oxidation to the lower oxyacids
of phosphorus is the principal transformation path. The rate is highly
dependent on the available oxygen in the soil.

In the time frame of weeks to months, white phosphorus is predominantly
oxidized to phosphates. In aquatic systems the phosphate is partitioned
between the sediments and aqueous phase, 90% and 10% respectively (Edzwald).
Iron, aluminum, and calcium phosphates predominate in the control of the sediment,
aqueous partitioning. Phosphate is an essential nutrient in algae growth and
will be taken up in biological systems. The decay of biological material
releases organic phosphates to the sediments.

Similarly phosphates in soil systems can be incorporated into biological
systems by plant uptake. Also, inorganic mineral phosphates are formed.
Soil phosphates may be transported to aquatic systems by soil runoff and
leachate processes.

White phosphorus can exist for long periods in oxygen-deprived sediments
or soils. If a large reservoir is present in a soil or aquatic system,
its release poses a serious problem to the surrounding eco-system.
Residence time of white phosphorus in air depends on its particle size
and surface characteristics. As previously noted, pacified P may have
a hygroscopic surface oxide layer in which case it would be rained or
washed out or possibly undergo atmospheric oxidation.
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TABLE 6

Physical/Chemical Properties of a-White Phosphorus

Formula: P

Appearance: colorless to yellow, waxy solid

j Molecular Weight: 123.90

M.P.: 44. l°C

B.P.: 280.50 C

Crystal Structure: cubic

Density: 1.828 g/cm
3

Autoignition Temperature: 30 C in moist air

Critical Temperature: 695°C

Critical Pressure: 82.2 atm.

Heat of Fusion: 600 + 3 cal/mole P4 at 317.26 K °

Heat Capacity: at 25 C 22.18 cal/mole/degree

at 44.10C 22.73 cal/mole/degree

Heat of Sublimation: 13.4 kcal/mole P4

Heat of Combustion: 710.2 + 1.0 kcal/mole P 4

Sublimation Pressure (mm Hg): 0.025 at 200C

0.072 at 300C

0.122 at 400 C

Vapor Pressure: 1 mm Hg at 76.6 C

Solubility: Water: 3 mg/L at 15*C
slightly soluble

Absolute alcohol: 2.5 g/L

Ether: 10 g/L

Chloroform: 25 g/L

Benzene: 28.5 g/L

Carbon Disulfide: 1250 g/L

Chemistry:

P4 + 502 (atmospheric oxygen)- P 4 0 1 0

P4 0 1 0 + 6H2 0(atmospheric moisture)- 4H3PO4
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P4+ 302 -* P4 0
P 40 6 + 6112 0 -4 3~~ PO 2P3 C
P P4 + 6 Ca -),2 Ca 3 P2 hydrolysis w;hen 2H3+ CH

H 20 is present

(Typical of alkaline earth and electropositive metals)

P 4+ 40H + 2H 20 ?2H PO -2 + P3

P 4+ 6Cl 2-4PCl3

P + 10 Cl -4PCl
4 2 5

References

Wasti, 1978
Sullivan, 1979
Van Wazar, 1958
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TABLE 7

Analysis of Elemental Impurities in White Phosphorus

Metal uniX(g9

Boron 715

Cadmium 0.88

Magnesium 3.6

Zinc .88

Silicon 377

Copper 1.22

*Nickel 0.96

Maganese 0.58

Calcium 18.3

Molybdenum 0.09

Cobalt 0.57

Aluminum 20.0

Vanadium 4.2

Chromiumn 0.49

Iron 94

Lead 1.28

Barium 0.45

Sodium 9.5

Arsenic 84

Reference

Snelson, et al., 1980
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3.2.2 Felt Wedges

The felt wedges used in WP-F munitions contain no preservatives, bacteri-
cides, or fungicides, etc. An elemental analysis is presented in Table

8. Expected combustion products are predominantly carbon dioxide and
water. Other probable products are carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides,
sulfur dioxide, and some organic constituents.

3.2.3 Phosphoric Acid

Phosphoric acid is a major by-product of the wet-fill production of white

phosphorus smoke munitions. Oxidized phosphorus is vented to a scrubber'4 where water is the liquid scrubbing agent. The fugitive emissions from
the system are 255 pounds per hour of phosphoric acid aerosol when the
scrubber is operating properly and as high as 5100 pounds per hour in
the case of a scrubber breakdown and continued production. The bulk of

phosphoric acid aerosol is washed out of the air. Some chemical reaction
in the atmosphere with ammonia may take place but washout is the primary
fate of the atmospheric aerosols.

The physical and chemical properties of phosphoric acid are presented in
Table 9. Pure phosphoric acid (H P04 ) is a colorless solid at room
temperature. As a pure material, the acid has no oxidizing properties
below 350*C. Phosphoric acid is prepared by oxidation of white phosphorus
in excess air and subsequent hydrolysis.

Phosphoric acid will react with bases in most environmental mediums to
yield the phosphate salts. Metals are attacked by phosphoric acid to
form the metal phosphates. Ammonia reacts with phosphoric acid to produce
the ammonium salt which can be utilized by plants and other biota as a
source of phosphorus.

The major reaction of phosphoric acid in aqueous environments is salt
formation. In acidic environments or small systems the added acidity of
phosphoric acid may be of consequence. The phosphate ion will become
partitioned between the sediment and aqueous phase. Once it is in the
sediment phase, the sediment may serve as a long-term phosphate source
for the aquatic environment. Phosphates are also an essential plant
nutrient and are incorporated into the organic phase by plant uptake.

Again in the soil phosphoric acid is generally converted to inorganic or
organic phosphates.

3.2.4 Red Phosphorus

Red phosphorus is one of the two principal raw materials in RP-BR smoke

munitions.
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TABLE .8

Elemental Comb~ustion of Felt Wedges

Elemental Analysis Weight Percentage

Carbon 48. 32%

Hydrogen 7.58%.

Sulfur 2.75%

Nitrogen 14.09%

Ash 0.78%

Phosphorus 0.01%

Total Halogen
(as Cl)

Oxygen 26.22%
(by dif ference)

Reference

Snelson et al., 1980
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TABLE 9

PROPERTIES OF ORTHOPHOSPHORIC ACID -H 3PO0

Orthophosphoric Acid - H P 04

Material: colorless crystalline solid - Cotton and Wilkinson

M.P.: 42.350C

B.P.: -261 C

Density: -1.8741 g/ml

Heat Capacity: 25.3 cal/deg mole at 250C

Pure material - no oxidizing properties below 3500-400 0C

plc1: 2.15

plc2: 7.1

pk3: 12.4

-IRxn: will form ammonium and metal phosphatesfluorine will replace
oxygen to form fluorophosphate; phosphate ions will complex
metals in solution.

References: Van Wazar ,1958
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Red phosphorus is a red-brown amorphous solid at room temperature. Red
phosphorus is made by heating white phosphorus at 400*C for a few hours
in a closed system (Cotton and Wilkinson, 1972). Red phosphorus is the
most stable form of elemental phosphorus. At room temperature red
phosphorus is relatively unreactive but does undergo slow air oxidation
and subsequent reaction with water vapor to yield phosphine (PH3) and
phosphorus oxyacids. The air oxidation is accelerated by metals such as
nickel, copper, and iron, and can lead to spontaneous combustion at room
temperature (Van Wazar, 1958).

The chemistry of red phosphorus is similar to that of white phosphorus,
but more vigorous reaction conditions are necessary. The phosphorus
halides can be formed combining the halogen and red phosphorus at elevated
temperatures. Also the metal and alkaline earth phosphides can be formed
at elevated temperatures. The auto-ignition temperature is 260*C and the
combustion products are the same as those of white phosphorus. The
physical/chemical properties are presented in Table 10.

The transformation products of red phosphorus are analogous to those of white
phosphorus. The rate of the transformation is slower but the end products
are virtually the same. The slow air oxidation probably produces more
total phosphine than the spontaneous combustion of white phosphorus but
at lower ambient concentrations over a long period of time. The slower
rate of oxidation of red phosphorus is not a major problem as red
phosphorus is relatively non-toxic if no white phosphorus impurities are

present.

3.2.5 Butyl Rubber

Butyl rubber is poly(isobutylene); in RP-BR smoke munitions, the butyl
rubber serves as a matrix to bind red phosphorus. The rubber is not
reactive.

Butyl rubber is slowly degraded in the environment. Atmospheric ozone
will oxidize the rubber. Microbial activity will also break down the
rubber structure. The degradation process is slow and the products are
lower molecular weight hydrocarbons and carbon dioxide.

Production plans specify the use of Exxon 365® which contains no styrene.
The environmental impact of the material substitution will be negligible.

3.2.6 Methylene Chloride

Methylene chloride is mixed with butyl rubber in the formulation of RP-BR
smoke munitions. Methylene chloride is a colorless, low boiling point
liquid. It is produced by the reaction of chlorine with methane which
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TABLE 10

Physical/Chemical Properties of Red Phosphorus

Formula: P4

Molecular Weight: 123.90g

Appearance: red-brown powder

M.P.: sublimes at 4160C

Heat of Sublimation: 19.7 kcal/mole

A Density: 2.34 g/cm 3

Auto-Ignition Temperature: 280 C in air

Critical Temperature: 5890 C

Critical Pressure: 43.1 atm

* Heat Capacity: 5.1 cal/deg mol (P)

Solubility: very slightly soluble in water

insoluble in most organic solvents

soluble in phosphorus tritronide

Chemistry:

Red phosphorus most stable form of elemental phosphorus

- structure - polymeric

Room temperature - relatively unreactive

P 2 r / 07 ;PH + phosphorus oxyacid
P4R2 03 mixture
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Higher temperature:

P + 6C12 -* 4PC1
4 2 3

P + 10 C12 - 4PC1 5

P + 6Ca- 2CaP
4 32 I

Combustion:

(i P4 + 502 P401
:14 2 4 10

P 2 4H3PO4

4010 atm 3

P4 + 302 P406
P406 + 6H 20 - P3

References

Kitchens, 1978
Van Wazar, 1958
JANAF, 1971
Sax, 1979
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is promoted by ultraviolet light. Methylene chloride is a relatively
stable compound. The vapor heated to 4500C in air over copper oxide will
yield small amounts of phosgene (Kirk-Othmer). Methylene chloride
will react with hydroxide radicals to form carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,

and phosgene. Iodine will react with methylene chloride at elevated temper-
ature to yield methylene iodide and chlorine. The physical/chemical
properties of methylene chloride are presented in Table 11.

In the atmosphere methylene chloride will react with hydroxyl radicals to
form carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide and phosgene. The atmospheric
half-life is .3 to .6 years. Methvlene chloride is quite stable in
water. Hydrolysis of methylene chloride is a very slow process with a
predicted half-life of 700 years. However in aerated waters the half-
life may be reduced to as low as 18 months. The transformations of methylene
chloride in soils are not presently well defined.

Significant amounts of methylene chloride in the atmosphere probably reach
the stratosphere where it reacts with ozone (Berkowitz, et al., 1978).

The other major fate of atmospheric methylene chloride is attack by hydroxyl
radicals to form carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, phosgene, and hydrochloric
acid. Methylene chloride in surface water is probably transferred to the
atmosphere considering its high vapor pressure and low water solubility.
In ground water methylene chloride will remain stable. In soil environ-
ments, again one would expect considerable escape of methylene chloride
to the atmosphere with the remaining soil fraction being relatively stable.

3.2.7 Phosphorus Pentoxide

Phosphorus pentoxide (P4 010 ) is the major combustion product of phosphorus

but is rapidly hydrolyzed to yield phosphoric acid (Van Wazar, 1958).
Commercially phosphorus pentoxide is prepared by oxidized elemental
phosphorus in dry air. Phosphorus pentoxide is very hygroscopic and used
as a drying agent. It is such a powerful dehydrating agent it will react
with pure nitric acid to yield N205. Phosphorus pentoxide reacts with
water to form oxy-acids of phosphorus and with alcohols to yield organic
phosphates. The physical/chemical properties of phosphorus pentoxide are
presented in Table 12.

3.2.8 Phosphorus Trioxide

Phosphorus trioxide (P 0 ) is a colorless liquid at room temperature. It
is formed by burning wite phosphorus in an oxygen deficient environment.
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TABLE 11

Physical/Chemical Properties of Methylene Chloride

Formula: CH2 C 2

Appearance: colorless liquid

Molecular Weight: 84.93

M.P.: -950 C

B.P.: 40°C

Density: 1.3266 g/cm3

Critical Temperature: 237°C

Critical Pressure: 60 atm

Heat of Fusion: 1.10 kcal/mole

Heat of Vaporization: 6.68 kcal/mole

0
Heat Capacity: 24.5 cal/mole (15-45 C)

Heat of Combustion: 144.5 kcal/mole

Vapor Pressure: 349 mm Hg at 20*C

Solubility: water - slightly soluble

alcohol - soluble in all proportions

ether - soluble in all proportions

Toxic Effects: narcotic, eye irritant

CH 2 C2 deA COC12 (phosgene- highly toxic)
decomp
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However, in:presence of moisture:

HO0

COM 2 CO + 2HCl

Atmosphere: will react with atmospheric radicals to be decomposed into

phosgene, CO, etc.

References

Berkowitz et al., 1978
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TABLE 12

PROPERTIES OF PHOSPHORUS PENTOXIDE

Phosphorus Pentoxide P 401 0 (H form)

Material: white crystalline material

Sublimation: 360 0 C at 1 atm

Melting Point: 420 C

Heat Vaporization: 16.2 kcal/mole

Heat of Fusion: 6.5 kcal/mole

Heat of Sublimation: 22. 7 kcal/mole

*Heat Capacity: 50.6 cal/deg mole at 25 0

Rxn: P 40O10( 6H? ral 4H P 0 (A H -168 kcal/mole P40 0

* :will dehydrate other oxy acids

i.e., P 40 1 0 + 12HNO 3  Q4H3 PO4 + 6N 20 5

References

Van Wazar, 1958
JANAF, 1971
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Such oxygen deficient combustion would account for several compounds
identified in the white phosphorus-felt wedge combustion products.
Phosphorus trioxide is hydrolyzed in the presence of atmospheric moisture
to yield phosphorous acid. Phosphorous acid when heated will form phos-
phoric acid and phosphine. When heated phosphorus trioxide breaks down into
phosphorus dioxide and red phosphorus. Both phosphorus acid and phosphine
have been identified as combustion products of WP-F formulations and a
red solid suspected to be red phosphorus has been noted (Snelson et al.,
1980).

The physical/chemical properties of phosphorus trioxide are presented
in Table 13.

As in the case of phosphorus pentoxide the trioxide is rapidly hydrolized.
The major hydrolysis product is phosphorous acid. Under conditions of
high temperature some phosphorus trioxide will decompose. Phosphorus
dioxide and red phosphorus are the major decomposition products.

3.2.9 Phosphine

Phosphine is a colorless gas at room temperature. It is extremely toxic.
Phosphine is oxidized to form oxy-acids of phosphorus and water when an
oxygen and phosphine mixture is ignited. The formation reaction of
phosphine during combustion of elemental phosphorus is possibly: 4H PO-
3H3PO4 + PH3 . The physical/ chemical properties are presented in Table 3'4.

Phosphine may persist in the atmospheric environment for weeks to months.
It is not very soluble in water and not expected to accumulate in aqueous
or soil environments. Eventually it will be oxidized to oxy-phosphorus
compounds.

3.2.10 Phosphorous Acid

Phosphorous acid has been identified as a combustion product of WP-F form-
ulations. Pure phosphorous acid (H2 [HPO]) is a colorless solid. It is
prepared by reacting phosphorus trichlorlde with water under vacuum.
Phosphorous acid will form phosphoric acid and phosphine at high temperatures.
It also reacts with water at high temperatures to form phosphoric acid
and hydrogen. Phosphorous acid will form phosphite salts such as ammonium
phosphite.

The physical/chemical properties of phosphorous acid are presented in
Table 15.

Phosphorous acid undergoes several transformations in the environment which
yield phosphoric acid and phosphite salts. The phosphite salts are
gradually oxidized to phosphates. Land and water environments are the
sinks for the phosphorous acid transformation products.
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TABLE 13

PROPERTIES OF PHOSPHORUS TRIOXIDE - P0 6

46

Material: colorless liquid at room temperature

Heat Capacity: 34.4 cal/deg mole at 250C

Melting Point: 23.8 0 C

0
Boiling Point: 175 C

Formation: P 4 (white phosphorus) 0 2 (deficit) 50% yield P 406 + 41

Rxn: P 4 06 + 6H12 0 >4H3 03

P406  3P02 + P (red)

P406+Cl 2phosphorus/chlorides

References

Van Wazar, 1958
JANAF, 1971
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TABLE 14

PROPERTIES OF PHOSPHINE - PH3

Phosphine - PH 3

Material: colorless gas

M.P.: -133.8°C

B.P.: -87.80C

Heat of Fusion: .27 kcal/mole

Heat of Formation: 2.29 kcal/mole

Critical Temp.: 510C

Critical Pressure: 64 atm

Rxn: Thermodynamically PH3 should be strongly dissociated at
room temperature. However, the kigetics are infinitely
slow at room temperature below 300 C.

Oxidized by oxygen to form oxyacids of phosphorus and
water. No information on rate is given, but the oxidation
is quite facile when the PH3 mixtre is ignited.

References

Van Wazar, 1958

Cotton and Wilkinson, 1972
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TABLE 15

PROPERTIES OF PHOSPHOROUS ACID H H2[H. P0 3

Phosphorous Acid - H [H. PO3

Probably formed from combiustion product P4 06 reacting with water.

Material: deliquescent colorless solid

M.P.: 70.1 0 C

pk: 1.8

Heat of Fusion: 3.07 kcal/mole

Heat of Solution: -0.13 kcal/mole

Specific Gravity: 1.65 g/cm 3 at 210C

Preparation: PCl3 + 31120 vagm. H2 (H P03  + 3 HCl

Rxn:

4H 2(O3PH) 250 A2750C 3H ?P04 + P

H (O3PH) + 110H O25CHP
2 2 25270 H34 +H2

Will form phosphite salts, i.e., (NH4 )H(O3PH)

alkali metal and ammonium salts are soluble while the alkaline
earth phosphite salts are not.

References

Van Wazar, 1958
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3.2.11 Summary

The physical/chemical properties of the production raw materials, released

species, and possible transformation products are summarized in Table 16.

3.3 Routes of Environmental Contamination and Estimated Concentrations

3.3.1 Production

3.3.1.1 Workplace Air

Industrial hygiene evaluations of white phosphorus munitions production

operations were conducted by the U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency
in 1975 and 1977 and reports from these surveys have been reviewed
(Survey Nos. 35-036-75/76 and 35-0112-78). The 1975 survey reported

that white phosphorus measurements on a Wet Fill production line exceeded
the OSHA time-weighted average exposure limit of 0.1 mg/m3 for an 8-hour
period. At one location measurements of 0.224 mg/m 3 and 0.450 mg/m 3 were

taken. The authors of this report suggest that because of problems in
quality assurance, the measured levels may have underestimated the true
conditions.

During the 1977 survey air samples for phosphorus were taken at the Dry
Fill line during the filling of about 200 munitions. All samples were

found to be well below the OSHA standard (1.2 - 0.7 pg/m 3). The report
cautions that "samples were not collected during full operations, and

the concentrations would be expected to increase when full production
capacity is resolved." The report also notes that oxidation of WP to
phosphorus pentoxide, which has the appearance of white smoke, was
observed at the burster insertion station at the inlet of the filling

cabinet, and on a vent serving the WP storage tank.
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TABLE 1

PHYSICAI/CIIEMICAi. PROPERIIES OF RAW

HEAT
PROCESS AUTOIGNITION CRITICAL CRITICAL CAPACITY HEAT OF

MATERIAL APPEARANCE INTRODUCTION MELTING BOILING DENSITY TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE PRESSURE (cal/mol FUSION
(reference) POINT POINT POINT deg) (cal/001)

White Colorless to
Phosphorus yellow waxy Raw 44.1lC 280.5C 1.828 30C 695*C 82.2 atm 22.18 at 600 + 3

p i solid material g/cm
3  

(moist air) 25*C per soleP4 of P4
22.73 at 4

(3.5) 44.1°C

Red Red-brown Raw sublimes 2.34 260*C 589*C 43.1 atm 5.1 at
Phosphorus powder material at 416C g/cm in air 250C

(2) m le P

Methylene Colorless Raw -95°C 40*C 1.3266 624 237*C 60 atm 24.5 at 1100
Chloride liquid material R/cO

3  
-622°C 15

=
-

CH 2 C 2  45"C

Phosphorus White Combustion 420C 2.3 50.6 at 8200
Pentoxide crystal product (sublimes g/cm

3  
25*C

P4010 at 360*C

(1,4) 1 atm)

Phosphorus Colorless Combustion 23.8C 175.4C 2.135 34.4 at
Trioxide liquid product g/cm

3  
25°C

P40 6  41.2 at
127"C

Orthophos- Colorless Combustion 42.35*C 261C 1.8741 25.3 at
phorc Acid crystalline product g/cm

3  
25C

H3 PO4  solid

(1,4)

Phosphorus Deliquescent Combustion 70.1IC 1.65 3070
Acid colorless product g/cm

3

H2 ( P0 3 )

(1,6)

Polyphos- Comb ust ion
phoric product

Acid 2-6

(1,4)

Phosphine Colorless Combhustion -133. 
0
C -87.8'c 51,c (,4 arm R.Q at 270

PH 3  liquid product 25%

(4)
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TABLE 16

AL PROERTIES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMBUSTION PRODUCTS

H EAT
CAPACITY HEAT OF HEAT OF VAPOR HEAT OF ENVI RONMLNrAI. ENVIRONMENTAL
(cal/mol FUSION COMBUSTION PRESSURE SUBLIMATION SOLUBILITY TRANSFORMATIONS FATES

deg) (cal/mol) (kcal/mol) (mm Hg) (kcalfmole)

22.18 at 600 t 3 710.21.0 1 at 13.4 Slightly soluble in 4P + 50 P00a

25*c prml 66C prml i 2  bustion 410 4 Hazardous waste25C per mole 76.6'C per mole hot H 0 2 / 4PO4 Aq i landfioll

22.73 at of P4  of P4  2.5 g/12EtOH Pr Amosph rIc 4H P Aquatic and anil
44 10 g/l ether 4-10 Moisture44. g/1 Cet 4F+3fh -r- Com Fate is oxidation to3 2 2bustion P406

125 g/l carbon phosphates via

disulfide 4 6 Moisture 3 3 lower oxides
PH 3 (trace)

S 5.1 at 703.21.5 Very slightly See white phosphorus

25*C soluble in H20 transformations
Iole P _organic solvents

24.5 at 1100 144.5 436 at Slightly sol. in It) Will react with atmospheric Photochemical
15*- 25 C Sol. In EtON radicals to form phosgene, decomposition
45*C Sol. in ether CO, etc.

50.6 at 8200 22.7 Hydrolysis Reacts with atwospheric Aquatic and soil

25*C Toisture to form dzpositinn of phos-

oxyacids of phosphorus phates and lover
oxides

344 at Hydrolysis 2 FormsPO PHY25*C P406  vapo-' 3 4 3
41.2 at phosphttes
127%_

25.3 at
All proportions pk1-2.15, pk2-7.1 Land and water deposition,pk3- 12.4 calcium, iron and

aluminum phosphate salt

phosphates format ion

3070 "All proportions pkI - 1.8 Land and water deposition,
4 ,3H3PO4  oxidation (slow) to

250-275-C + 3  Phosphates, possible

phosphlte & phosphate production of Phosphine

salt formation

Will form phosphates Land nd water deposition,
ronversion to phosphate

270 Sprlngly sobhir. (xidized to form orvacids Oxidized or dissociated

25%C of l'nqphorwt

References: (1) Cotton and Wilkinson 1972

(2) Kitchens, 1978

(3) Snelson, 1980
(4) Van Wazar, 1958
(5) Wasti, 1978



Unfortunately, no samples were taken for phosphorus pentoxide. The report
observes that "appropriate personal protective equipment" was being employed
and concludes that "the operation presents no serious occupational hazards

to the operating personnel".

Members of the Arthur D. Little case team surveyed the WP production

facilities at Pine Bluff Arsenal. However, working conditions and work

practices could not be observed because the lines were not operating.
We were able to view a film of the Dry Fill line in operation and noted a

dramatic improvement in control of phosphorus emissions in comparison to

the older Wet Fill process.

In general, the combination of environmental controls and enclosures,
personal protective equipment, and emergency showers and drench tanks
suggest that efforts are being made to minimize occupational safety and
health hazards. When full-scale production begins, standard industrial
hygiene practice will dictate frequent sampling to evaluate levels of
exposure and thorough programs to install and maintain ventilation systems
and other environmental controls. Pine Bluff officials recognize that
the greatest degree of control would be achieved by replacing the Wet
Lines with Dry Lines.

Requirements for protecting employees from exposure to red phosphorus
will be similar to those developed for white phosphorus. Pine Bluff
officials were more concerned about the use of methylene chloride as a
solvent for processing butyl rubber. In order to control solvent fumes
an enclosed processing system will be utilized and where engineering con-
trols are not feasible, respiratory protection will be available. The
current OSHA standard for methylene chloride is 500 ppm averaged over an
eight-hour work shift, with an acceptable ceiling level of 1000 ppm and a
maximum peak concentration of 2000 ppm for 5 minutes in any two-hour
period. NIOSH has recommended that the permissible exposure limit be
reduced to 75 ppm averaged over a 10-hour work shift, with a ceiling level
of 500 ppm. NIOSH cautions that levels of methylene chloride may require
additional control where carbon monoxide is present. Although RP-BR
is not currently produced by the U.S. Army, production plans have been
developed and suggest that solvent control will be particularly difficult
during the transfer of RP-BR pellets to drying ovens. If this process
is implemented, Pine Bluff officials recognize that industrial hygiene
sampling should be undertaken to characterize the levels of exposure
and respiratory protection should be provided until permanent engineering
controls can be installed.

Although the duration of exposures during production may be reduced because
of control measures, it should be noted that the potential duration of
exposure includes the total work shift of 8 hours per day, 5 days per week.
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3.3.1.2 Stack Emissions to Ambient Air

The air pollution control systems for white and red phosphorus smoke
munitions are described in 2.2.3.1. During production of the WP-F muni-
tion the major phosphorus compound escaping the stacks is phosphoric acid.
Assuming complete conversion to phosphoric acid aerosol, the emissions are
255 pounds per hour under normal conditions when the scrubber is operating
properly. In the abnormal event of a scrubber breakdown without discon-

tinuation of production, emissions can be as high as 5100 pounds per hour.

The Pine Bluff Arsenal has three points of emission of phosphoric acid
aerosol. For assessment purposes, all phosphoric acid emission sources
were aggregated and assumed to emanate from a single location. This will
represent worst case scenario emission conditions. The assumed charac-
teristics of this single source are as follows:

e emission rate, 4.7 g/sec. H3PO4

e stack height, 30.5m

9 stack diameter, 1. lm

e stack temperature, 360K

e exit gas velocity, 6.1 m/sec.

Six different meteorological scenarios were chosen to represent common

types of atmospheric conditions that may be encountered at the arsenal.
The conditions are listed below:

***METEOROLOGY **

CONDITION NO THETA U KST HL T
(DEG) (M/SEC) (M) (DEG K)

1 270.0 2.000 1 5000.0 293.0
2 270.0 3.000 2 5000.0 293.0
3 270.0 5.000 3 5000.0 293.0
4 270.0 8.000 4 5000.0 293.0
5 270.0 3.000 5 5000.0 293.0
6 270.0 2.000 6 5000.0 293.0

where theta is the wind direction, U is the wind speed, KST is the atmos-

pheric stability class (explained below), HL is the mixing height and T is
the ambient temperature. The dispersion of pollutants is a function of the
atmospheric stability class. The atmosphere becomes more turbulent as
stability class decreases. Thus, a low stability class corresponds to more
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enhanced atmospheric dispersion. The wind speeds chosen are characteristic
of their corresponding stability class. A high mixing height was chosen
to allow for a thoroughly mixed layer for pollutant transport.

Fifteen receptor locations were chosen directly downwind from the aggregated
source emission location. The receptors are listed below:

***RECEPTORS***
NO RREC SREC Z

(KM) (KM) (H)

1 0.100 0.0 0.0
2 0.200 0.0 0.03 0.300 0.0 0.0

4 0.400 0.0 0.0
5 0.500 0.0 0.0
6 0.600 0.0 0.0
7 0.700 0.0 0.0
8 0.800 0.0 0.0
9 0.900 0.0 0.0
10 1.000 0.0 0.0
11 1.100 0.0 0.0
12 1.200 0.0 0.0
13 1.300 0.0 0.0
14 1.400 0.0 0.0
15 1.500 0.0 0.0

The nearest property line to the emission location is 4000 feet or approxi-
mately 1219m. This modeling was done to simulate worst case H 3P04 con-

centrations near the Pine Bluff Arsenal property line. For some atmos-
pheric stability classes, the maximum concentration may not be reached within
the bounds of the arsenal.

The results of the modeling are given in Table 17, which shows the ambient
concentrations in micrograms/cubic meter at each of the 15 receptors for
all of the meteorological scenarios.

As can be seen from Table 17, the maximum 1-hour average concentration of
106 pg/m 3 occurs 300m directly downwind of the aggregated emission source
for meteorological scenario one. A maximum 24-hour average concentration
would be expected to be 40% of the predicted 1-hour maximum or 42 pg/m 3.
This is due to increased meander of the wind direction over the longer
time period.
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It was mentioned earlier that the higher the stability class, the less
atmospheric dispersion. This is verified by examining meteorological scenarios
five and six. Since the atmosphere is very stable in these cases, there is
little turbulence to bring the pollutant down to ground level. Therefore
it takes both a greater time and distance for the maximum ground level
concentration to occur downwind from the source. In these cases, the maximum

concentration is not reached within the bounds of the arsenal. For
stability class 5 the maximum one-hour average concentration would be
34 Vg/m 3 occurring 2.5 kilometers from the source and would be 36 Ug/m

3

at 5 kilometers from the source under stability class 6.

Stability classes five and six most commonly occur at night when the winds

are light. Conversely, stability classes one and two occur during day-
light when the solar radiation is strong to moderate and the winds are
light. The most prevalent stability classes in the area are three and four,
with four being assumed for overcast conditions during day or night.

Meteorological scenarios three and four should be considered to occur the
most frequently. For both scenarios the maximum H3PO4 concentration occurs
well within the boundaries of the arsenal.

Data on the combustion products of white phosphorus (Snelson, personal
communication) suggest that under some conditions as much as 1 part per
thousand of spontaneously combusting white phosphorus may survive in the
stack emission gases and be released into the ambient air. The formation
of a pacifying surface oxide layer is a possible mechanism to explain the
existence of the extremely oxygen-sensitive white phosphorus in air. The
white phosphorus level will be further reduced by the scrubbing system.
A level of lg per kg of white phosphorus oxidized is a worst case upper
limit on possible air emission of elemental phosphorus. This leads to
a maximum one-hour average exposure level of 0.5 mg/m 3 of P Assuming
a more likely level of lmg per kg of white phosphorus emison results
in an estimated maximum one-hour exposure of 0.5 Vg/m 3 of P4.

The production of the RP-BR smoke munitions emits five pounds per hour of
methylene chloride under normal operating conditions. This emission rate
results in a calculated ambient air concentration of 22 Vg/m 3 at the
boundary of the Pine Bluff Arsenal which is 4000 feet from the proposed
emission source.

In the event of a system breakdown the uncontrolled emissions of methylene
chloride will be 0.23 kg/hr. This leads to a calculated concentration of

. 230 jg/m 3 at the boundary of the Arsenal.
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3.3.1.3 Land/Water Deposition of Air Emissions for Production

.. The majority of phosphorus compounds released and dispersed to the air
will be rained out as phosphoric acid or phosphates. Some phosphorous
acid and phosphite will also be formed and rained out. Methylene chloride

from RP-BR production will undergo photodecomposition in the atmosphere

to form products such as carbon monoxide.

* The rained out phosphorus compounds will be deposited in the water and
soil system in low concentrations which should pose minimal problems.
Phosphates in aquatic systems will generally partition between the sediment

and aqueous phase, 90% and 10% respectively. The aquatic bio-systems

will uptake some phosphate and incorporate into an organic phase. The

phosphorus compounds deposited by rain on the soil will be subject to
leaching and run-off losses to water systems. Also biological uptake
by plants and incorporation into an organic phase and soil adsorption are

likely fates for some of the phosphates.

Calculations were made to determine the flux of phosphoric acid aerosol

to the land surface near the Pine Bluff Arsenal. The flux to land is

directly dependent on the deposition velocity and the ground-level ambient

concentration of the phosphoric acid aerosol. The deposition velocity in
turn is greatly dependent on the particle size of the aerosol and the surface
roughness that the aerosol contacts. The particle size of the aerosol

emitted from the scrubber is approximately ten micrometers leading to an
estimated deposition velocity of 0.01 meters/second. The flux to the

surface at the location of maximum ambient concentration would be 7 ug/m

sec. This should be considered as a conservative upper limit.

White phosphorus emitted to the air may undergo oxidation. Since P 4 is
only very slightly soluble in water it probably reaches an aquatic or

soil system via dry deposition. A useful upper limit air to surface flux

at the location of maximum ambient air concentration would be 7 pg/im sec.
If the P 4 is covered with an oxide pacifying layer which is extremely
hydroscopic washout and rainout could be important air to surface transport
mechanisms. The P4 will be oxided to phosphates. The half-life could range
from seconds to several months and is highly dependent on the soil and

phosphorus surface conditions. A useful upper limit steady-state soil P
concentration is estimated to be 1 mg/m

Based on the operating policy of zero pollutant discharge at Pine Bluff

it is assumed that the production line would be shut down if the scrubbing

system was not functioning. If operations continued in such an event

the environmental exposure would be two orders of magnitude greater than

under normal operating conditions and contain more problem pollutants.
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3.3.1.4 Water Discharges for Production

The water pollutant control system for the WP-F smoke munition production
is described in section 2.2.3.2. When the system is operating properly
the treated phossy water is recycled and there is zero discharge of
phossy water to the environment. Levels of 14-37 mg/L P or 450 mg/L
total phosphorus have been reported (Sullivan et al., 1977) in the phossy
water at Pine Bluff. Ozone is an effective oxidizing agent but no data
on the operating effectiveness of the ozonating system are available.

An accident scenario considered is the breakdown of the phossy water
treatment and recycling system and a return to the practice of discharging
phossy water to Yellow Lake. Assuming white phosphorus concentrations
of up to 40 mg/L in discharged phossy water and 100% transport to Yellow
Lake, threshold toxicity concentration of 1 ppb of white phosphorus would
be reached in the lake water in roughly an 8-hour production shift or
5000-gallon discharge of phossy water. The lake water pH would not be
significantly affected. The total phosphorus concentration for an 8-
hour uncontrolled release would reach 11 to 12 ppb. The half-life of
the white phosphorus is 40 minutes to 240 hours. The initial by-products
of lower oxy-acids of phosphorus are transformed to phosphates in time frame
of weeks to months. Continuous discharge would have serious impact on
the water quality of Yellow Lake and possibly other eventual receiving
streams.

The formulation of RP-BR munitions is a dry process and no aqueous releases
during the production process are expected. Similarly no air or soil
emissions are probable. Possibly trace amounts of red phosphorus are
emitted to the air during the drying of the red phosphorus-butyl rubber
formulation but one would not predict significant amounts from such an input.

Water used to clean the production area may contain phosphorus compounds
and methylene chloride. It is not possible to assess the risk of
environmental contamination since no information was available concerning
concentrations in the clean-up water.

3.3.1.5 Solid Waste Discharges for Production

As described in section 2.2.3.3 the solid residual from WP-F munition
production is either incinerated or deposited in a hazardous waste land-
fill. Solid wastes generated by RP-BR munitions have not been identified
but are assumed to be minimal. Any phosphorus waste would probably be
incinerated.

The solids deposited in the hazardous waste landfill will remain there,
assuming the landfill is properly designed to contain them. Possible

escape routes are groundwater leaching or run-off.
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During containment in a hazardous waste landfill white phosphorus should
be oxidized to some less toxic oxy-phosphorus form. In an escape event
the mobility of white phosphorus is expected to be low due to its very
limited solubility. In material soils, oxidation to the lower oxy-acids
of phosphorus is the principal path. The rate of oxidation is highly
dependent on the available oxygen in the soil. The oxy-acids will be
transformed to both inorganic and organic phosphates.

3.3.2 Field Use

The use of the smoke screening munitions will release combustion products
directly to the air and soil. Water systems will be the sink for the
products. Figure 7 outlines the products and environmental fates. Previous

tables summarized the physical/chemical properties of the products. More
detailed information on physical/chemical and fate properties is contained
in Section 3.2.

The major products emitted to the air will be oxy and oxy-acid compounds

of phosphorus. The oxy-acids will be subject to salt formation. The
phosphorus compounds will be rained out and deposited on land and aqueous
systems. In aqueous systems the phosphates will partition between
the sediments and the aqueous phase, approximately 90% and 10% respectively.
Phosphates will be taken up by plant systems and incorporated into an
organic phase. The compounds will slowly be ozidized to phosphate

compounds. (Edzwald, 1977).

The deposition on the soil of the rained-out compounds will be subject to
further release to aqueous systems by leaching and run-off processes.
The soil system will also incorporate phosphates into an organic phase
via plant uptake.

The P4 and PH detected in the combustion products will be rained out
(aerosol group) or remain to react in the atmosphere. P 4 could and should
undergo oxidation to form an oxy-phosphorus compound. P4 deposits in
aqueous or soil systems could have toxic impacts even at very low con-
centrations (I ppb). PH remaining in the atmosphere will eventually be
oxidized. PH introduced into aqueous or soil systems can exert toxic
effects (see gection 4). It will probably be oxidized to form less toxic
phosphorus compounds.

The spent munition casing, ash, organic phosphorus, and red phosphorus
will be deposited at the point of use. The contaminants may subsequently
reach aqueous systems by leaching or runoff paths. Metals may be dis-
solved in aqueous systems. The phosphorus compounds have already been
discussed in relation to both aqueous and soil systems.
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3.3.2.1 Deployment of Red Phosphorus - Butyl Rubber Shells

At the present time there is only one type of red phosphorus butyl rubber
(RP-BR) smoke screen produced. It is the L8AI self protection grenade
mounted on a tank. There are 12 of these grenades mounted on a tank,

and they are used as a self protective device by the tanks. Those grenades
are small and are not meant to produce battlefield size smoke screens.

The grenades are shot from the tank in a 1100 to 1200 arc. They explode
in the air when they are about 75 meters from the tank and pieces of

butyl rubber impregnated with red phosphorus fall to the ground and burn
for about two minutes. Test burns of red phosphorus have been conducted

(Tarnove, 1980). Results indicate P4 010 is the only measurable oxide
form and is rapidly hydrolysed. The immediate hydrolysed products are
best theoretically represented as a 1:6 molar mixture of tetrametaphosphoric
acid and pyrophosphoric acid respectively. After several hours all the
hydrolysed oxides are in the orthophosphoric acid form. The former
reaction scenario is important to understanding smoke screening effective-
ness but for the purpose of the environmental and health impacts it is
useful to express exposure in terms of orthophosphoric acid rather than

the intermediates. The intermediates are weaker acids and the use of
orthophosphoric acid will be a conservative approach to direct exposure
in the smoke screen.

Organic compounds other than carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and low
weight hydrocarbons are not expected to be major combustion products of

the )yrolysis of butyl rubber.

As mentioned before, these grenades are small with a fill weight of 360
gms, 95% of which is red phosphorus. The concentrations produced by
these shells were estimated assuming a small cloud generation scenario.
In this case the burning red phosphorus is considered as a ground level
quasi-instantaneous source.

The Smoke Effectiveness Manual Model (SEMM) was used because of its
capabilities in simulating concentration scenarios for an instantaneous
source (see Appendix A). Concentrations of P2 05 were computed directly
downwind and also off axis from the explosion for the times t - 30, 60,
90, and 120 seconds.

The assumed wind speed, U, was 3.0 m/s representing an ideal condition for
smoke deployment. The atmospheric stability was neutral, also an ideal
condition for smoke deployment.
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All the concentrations are milligrams/cubic meter of P 0 P 0 will
react with water vapor in the atmosphere to form phosphoric acia. The
phosphoric acid formed is directly proportional to the water vapor content
of the air.

Tables 18 through 22 show computed concentrations of P 0 both downwind
and crosswind from the explosion site. The crosswind istance varied from
case to case because of the dispersion characteristics of the puff. For
distances further downwind the puff has a greater crosswind diameter;
thus larger crosswind distances had to be adjusted from case to case.
As can be seen from these tables, the P 0 concentration falls off quickly
along the edges of the puff. 2 5

3
The maximum ambient concentration of 5.8 g/m of P 0 would occur at a
given receptor for only a few seconds as the puff s 5transported by the
wind. The corresponding concentration of unreacted P4 and PH3 at the same
receptor would be 5.8 mg/m3 respectively.

3.3.2.2 Deployment of White Phosphorus-Felt and Munitions

Experiments are presently being conducted to determine the combustion
products of WP-F munition. Products of test burns have been identified
but not quantified (Snelson, 1980). The products reported are:

Aerosol Gaseous

PH3 (trace amounts) PH3 (trace amounts)

P4 (white phosphorus) P4 (white phosphorus)

Phosphorous acid Several light nitrogen or phosphorus-
containing compounds

Ortho-phosphoric acid
(polymers 2-6)

Several light nitrogen
or phosphorus-con-
taining compounds

A large number of polar
organic compounds

The teb . burns were conducted in 50% relative humidity. Preliminary
results are that the yield of white phosphorus in the combustion products
ranges from one part per million to one part per thousand by weight of
the original white phosphorus subject to combustion (Snelson, personal
communication).
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TABLE 18

SMOKE DISPERSAL AFTER L8Al GRENADE DEPLOYMENT (95% RP)

t 30 sec. post-deployment t - 60 sec. post-deployment

x(M) § mg/rn X(M) zm

0 4.9 x10- 1 4 0
01 -8

j0 4.9x10 -

10 2.6 x 1010 50 3.7 x 10 8

20 4.8 x 10 - 7  75 1.3 x 10 - 4

30 3.4 x 10 - 4  100 7.7 x 10 - 2

40 8.5 x 10 2  110 6.1 x 101

50 7.8 120 3.7

60 264.5 130 17.1

70 3.3 x 103  140 59.8

80 1.5 x 104 150 157.6

90 2.46x 104  160 315.1

100 1.5 x 10 170 478.4

180 549.7

190 478.4

t- 90 sec. post-deployment t - 120 sec. post-deployment

3 3
x(rn) -mg/rn x(M) m

0 - 0 -

100 1.2 x 10 - 6 100 5.0 x 10-10

150 1.5 x 10-2  200 4.8 x 10-3

200 7.5 250 8.3 x 10-1

215 25.5 300 21.5

230 64.9 310 32.7

240 102.6 320 46.2

250 141.9 330 60.3

260 172.7 340 72.9

270 184.5 350 81.9

280 172.7 360 85.1

370 81.9
,
Deployment conditions: Z - 0 m; U - 3m/sec; neutral stability.

"Centerline distance downwind tConcentration of P 0
25
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The major combustion product of WP-F formulations is expected to be phosphoric
acid. Worst case assumption of 100% yield of phosphoric acid from WP-F
combustion is used to project releases in this section.

When the WP-F shell is deployed, the felt impregnated with WP is scattered
by the explosion in a radius of about 100m and burns for about 7 minutes.
Depending on the source receptor relationship, this explosion could be con-
sidered as a quasi-continuous source. If the time it takes a parcel of
air to travel from the explosion site to the receptor site is less than 7
minutes, the source can be considered continuous. In a 3m/sec wind (6.7
mph) a parcel of air will travel 1260m in 7 minutes. For a wind speed of
3m/sec the source can be considered continuous in the region of concern.

Modeling of a continuous source is carried out using Turner's equation
(1970) which is as follows:

x exp -1/2[(- (X~~~ " z OU

3where: X is concentration of pollutant at point x,y,z (g/m3)

Q is emission rate (g/s);

cy and a are the standard deviations of the concentration in the

p lumie;

U is the wind speed (m/s);

y is the crosswind distance from the release point (m); and

H is the effective height of release(m).

(See Appendix A for additional details.)

Since the effective height of release is at ground level (H-0) the term
containing H drops out. If the concentration is only to be examined directly
downwind of the exploded shell, the crosswind distance will be zero (y-0)
and the term containing y drops out. To calculate the concentration at

a receptor directly downwind of a ground level source the equation reduces
to the following:

X 

Q

This equation will be used in computing concentrations for the various
scenarios to be discussed later.
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Two types of smoke disposal scenarios were investigated. The first scenario
is a small cloud generation, and concentrations were computed as a function
of both downwind and crosswind distances. The second scenario is a smoke
screen maintained in a steady-state. A concentration of P 0 was chosen so
that when released in air it could maintain a smoke screen2 tat inhibits
both visible light and infrared radiation. Calculations were done to
investigate how many shells of WP-F it would take to maintain a concentration
of P205 in a battlefield 100m square. An analytical expression was developed
to relate the duration of the smoke screen to the number of shells required
to maintain a steady state concentration over the duration. The 155 mm
WP-F shell was assumed in both scenarios since it is the only shell that
contains felt filler material.

3.3.2.2.1 Small Cloud Generation

The explosion of a single 155 mm WP-F shell was considered to be quasi-
continuous. When the shell explodes in the air, felt pieces are scattered
around the shell with a radius of about 100 m. This area corresponds to
an area source of 177 m on each side. The shell contains felt impregnated
with 5980 grams of white phosphorus. Since a burn time of 7 minutes
(420 seconds) was chosen to be representative of a typical shell burn,
the emission rate Q in grams per second would be:

5980 gms . 14.2 g/s420 sec.

This emission rate was assumed over the entire 177 m square area.

The model used in this analysis was Turner's equation (1970) which was
mentioned earlier in the text. In this case H, the effective height of
release was considered to be zero because it is a ground level source.

The center of the area source was considered to be ground zero. Both down-
wind and crosswind distances are measured from this point. Because of the
limitations of Turner's model, the closest downwind distance away from the
area that could be modeled with confidence was 100 m. Since the area
source is 177 m square, a distance of 100 m from the center will be 11.5
m off the leading edge of the area source.

The meteorological parameters remained constant throughout this analysis.
Again, ideal smoke deployment conditions were used; wind speed P - 3.0 m/s;
and a neutral atmospheric stability.

Concentrations in micrograms/cubic meter of P 0 in the atmosphere as a
result of the phosphorus emission rate were ccm uted for various downwind
distances. Again the receptor height z equaled zero throughout the analysis.
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Table 23 shows the expected ambient concentrations of P205 for a number
of downwind distances. The maximum concentration is 16.3 mg/m . The
time period of exposure under this scenario would be no greater than 7
minutes. Table 24 contains both downwind and crosswind concentrations
of P2 0 As can be seen from Table 24 the plume from the area source
spreadVout slowly as it moves downwind.

These concentrations are expressed as P205 , and actual phosphoric acid
concentrations will be greater because they are a function of the ambient
relative humidity. For a relative humidity of 50% it was observed that
the yield factor of phosphoric acid aerosol to P205 initial smoke was
five to one. (See Appendix B.)

If approximately one part per thousand of the original P4 does not oxidiz 5
in the atmosphere, the maximum concentration of P4 aerosol would be 71jg/m

fIf one ppm of the total P reacts to form phosphine (PH?) 3 the expected
ambient concentration of phosphine would be 7 nanogramsm . At the location
of maximum ground level concentration 1he flux to the lani surface of
P 0 and P aerosol would be 0.16 mg/m sec and 0.07 Ijg/m sec respectively.

2 5 4
3.3.2.2.2 Steady-State Smoke Screen

As mentioned before, this scenario will be a simulated steady-state to
develop an analytical expression relating duration of smoke screen with
number of shell explosions needed to maintain the screen. The steady-
state concentration chosen for this analysis was 0.288 g/m 3 of P 0 .
This concentration of P 0 will be sufficiently high to inhibit 9o~h
visible and infrared ra iation at relative humidities higher than 50%.

A lO0m sq are area was chosen for the investigation. A concentration of
0.288 g/m of P 0 would be maintained over different periods of time.2 5

According to Turner (1970), the expression to calculate concentration at
a receptor directly downwind of a ground level source is:

X = Q
X y zU (1)

y z

(See Appendix A)
In this analysis, the above expression will be used to solve for the
emission rate Q. The number of bombs required to maintain the smoke
screen over different time periods will be calculated based on the emission
rate. The expression for Q is:

7ra a ux (2)
Q= yz
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TABLE 23

EXTENDED SMOKE DEPLOYMENT

155 mm WP-F Shell: Neutral Stability; Receptor Height (Z) = 0

Wind Speed (U) - 3.0 m/s: Area Source 177m on a side corresponds to a

radius of lOOm for felt dispersion.

x(m) is distance directly downwind measured from the center of the area

source.

All concentrations are mg/m3 of P 2 0 5

x(m) x x(m) x

100 16.3 850 1.3

150 10.7 900 1.2

200 7.9 950 1.1

250 6.3 1000 1.1

300 4.9 1050 1.0

350 4.0 1100 0.9

400 3.4 1150 0.9

450 3.0 1200 0.8

500 2.5 1250 0.8

550 2.3 1300 0.7

600 2.1 1350 0.7

650 2.0 1400 0.7

700 1.7 1450 0.6

750 1.6 1500 0.6

800 1.4
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TABLE 24

EXTENDED SMKE DEPLOYMENT

Wind speed (U)=3.0 m/sec
155 WP-F Shell Neutral Stability blowing in x direction

All Concentrations x and y measured from
are P205  the center of the
x(mR/m 3 ) area source

x(m)ly(m) 50 100 150 200 750

100 9 1.5 - -

200 5 1.2 0.1 - -

300 3.4 1.2 0.1 - -

400 2.6 1.1 0.2 - -

500 2.0 1.0 0.2 - -

600 1.7 0.9 0.3 0.1 -

700 1.4 0.9 0.4 0.1 -

800 1.2 0.8 0.4 0.1 -

900 1.1 0.7 0.4 0.1 -

1000 0.9 0.7 0.4 0.2 -

1100 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 -

1200 0.8 0.6 C.4 0.2 0.1

1300 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1

1400 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1
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The parameters a and a are based on the fact that a lOOm square area
source is being ised ang that the atmospheric stability is neutral. For
this analysis, the parameters have the following values:

a = 23.3m;
y

a = 4.6m; and

U = 3m/sec.

Substituting these parameters back into equation (2) yields the following
expression for Q.

Q = 1010.1 m 3/sec. "x
3

Since x equals 0.288 g/m of P 0 the emission rate Q of P needed to
J15 c4

maintain this concentration wi llbe 127 g/sec. This was calculated by
substituting X equals 0.288 g/sec. into equation (3).

The fill weight of a 155 mm white phosphorus-fill shell is 5980 gm. On
this basis, an expression was developed to quantify the number of shells
needed to maintain the smoke screen over a period of time. The expression
is as follows:

1127. g~m/sec Period of time - Number of(4
15980. gm in seconds shells

Equation (4) simplifies to:

(0.02 sec 1) x (period of time in seconds) = number of shells (5)

3
For an example, if one wanted to maintain a concentration of 0.288 gm/m3

of P2 05 over a lOm square area for 1 hour (3600 sec), 72 shells would be
needed.

Any period of time can be input into equation (5) to find out the number of
shells needed to maintain the smoke screen.

The maximum ambient concentrations of unreacted P4 and of PH was determined
as follows. For P 4 ' assuming an unreacted ratio of one part per thousand,
the maximum concentration ould be 0.12 mg/m 3 . The estimated PH3 concen-
tration would be 0.12 lg/ml. The flux to the land surface at the maximum
receptor location for P2 0 and P4 . due to deposition would be 2.9 mg/m2
-sec and 1.2 Ig/m *sec 2 spectively.
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3.4 Exposure Scenarios

In this section the WP-F and RP-BR life cycles are considered to consist of
two distinct phases: (1) production of smoke screen munitions and related
demilitarization and disposal activities, and (2) use of smoke screens under
training and battlefield conditions. For both phases, scenarios are developed
for human and flora/fauna exposure to smoke screen raw materials and products.
Scenarios are based upon available data and judgment as to realistic sequences
of events. It should be noted that reference to specific scenarios does
not exclude the possibility that other scenarios could occur.

3.4.1 Prodjction and Disposal

Production and disposal activities are assumed to be restricted to the existing
facilities at the Pine Bluff Arsenal (PBA) which have been described in
Chapter 2.

3.4.1.1 White Phosphorus-Felt

3.4. 1. 1. 1 Production Facility (Wet and Dry)

Human Exposure

The facilities at Pine Bluff Arsenal for producing white phosphorus-felt
screening smokes have been described in Chapter 2. At present, it is assumed
that production will require the use of both wet and dry lines, although
plans have been made to phase out the wet lines when funds become available.
The most likely exposure scenario for both wet and dry line production is
skin contact from spills or splashes of liquid white phosphorus. Such an
event is less likely with the dry line because of the enclosed nature of the
system. Even on the wet line, events leading to skin contact are likely
to be limited to a single employee. Furthermore, spills and splashes will
not usually result in skin contact because employees wear protective
clothing. If skin contact does occur, baths are available for emergency use.

For example, consider the Fill, Close, and Packout (Dry Fill) operation
phase which includes operation No. 12: "Load Burster Casing into Filled
Canisters." In this scenario the station workforce includes 1 operator
and 3 other transient workers who at times are in the work area. The
operation is located at the Burster Casing Drop Station (Figure 2) where
the operator manually inserts burster casings. The operator is required to
wear rubber glowesto prevent burns, but it is possible that during the
insertion operation WP could spill or splash and get inside the gloves
thus causing a burn. Such an event would require immediate first-aid to
reduce the extent of injury.
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There is no evidence that employees are chronically exposed to airborne

phosphorus. The utilization of ventilation and process enclosures helps
to control airborne concentrations. Surveillance of dental health is an

additional control procedure which helps to exclude more susceptible em-
ployees from the workplace.

On the other hand, improper maintenance of controls or noncompliance with

safety rules can lead to hazardous exposures.

Flora/Fauna Exposure

Resumption of wet and/or dry production WP-F at PBA would be expected to

create an ecological exposure scenario far more controlled than that which

prevailed during previous production cycles before the advent of the present
waste treatment infrastructure at PBA. Air emissions would be reduced

significantly over past predominantly wet-fill operations. While data

are lacking on potentially applicable vegetative damage thresholds, the
apparent persistence of a representative mix of mature vegetation in the

areas north and east of the WP plant suggest that resumed production

is not likely to lead to unacceptable exposure conditions.

Past PFA "phossy water" disposal practice, via surface ditch and creek

drainage to Yellow Lake, resulted in documented correlation with depauperate
aquatic ecology in the subject creek and periodic fish kills in Yellow
Lake (Sullivan, et al, 1979). The present closed-loop system would
maximize future re-use of phossy water and provide limited input to the

new central waste water treatment plant, eliminating incremental production
or disposal contributions to the previous waterborne-exp9sure pathway.

The biomonitoring component of the waste water treatment system would be
well suited to early detection and prevention of any phosphorus-related

toxicity to aquatic organisms.

3.4.1.1.2 Pollution Control/Waste Facility

Human Exposure

Pollution control for WP-F emissions is expected to be an enclosed zero-
discharge system and so exposures to toxic or hazardous substances are not

likely under normal operations. However, employees may be exposed during

maintenance operations, particularly during transfer of incinerator ash or

settling pond sludge to landfills. Skin contact with residual phosphorus

in sludge could result in burns. Skin contact with ash is not likely to

be a problem.
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Flora/Fauna Exposure

Exposure of flora and fauna to waste treatment and disposal-related aspects
of WP-F production would occur at and near two locations on PBA. The first

location is the recently completed central waste water treatment facility
near the eastern boundary of the Arsenal, and the second is an anticipated
hazardous waste disposal landfill in the northern portion of PBA.

Because these locations and facilities would likely involve co-disposal
of WP-F and RP/BR-related wastes with chemical wastes from various other
PBA activities, and because the details of RP/BR production have not been
finalized, it is impractical to attempt an a priori, definitive prediction
of the resultant exposure scenarios. However, there is good evidence to
support the belief that, at least for the water treatment system, means
already exist to ensure the absence of unacceptable exposure conditions.
The water treatment system incorporates an effluent biological monitoring
component prior to final discharge. This component, which is reportedly
to consist of a live bluegill sunfish in a test tank, would be expected
to serve as an excellent "bottom line" advanced indicator of any potential
phosphorus-related toxic exposure conditions. This chosen bioassay organism
is the one reported to have exhibited the greatest relative sensitivity
to P 4 toxicity (Sullivan, et al, 1979), and may exhibit measurable responses
at lower concentrations than would be detectable by typical water quality
analytical procedures.

The anticipated hazardous waste landfill would be expected to receive still
bottoms from WP-Felt production and potentially, other solids from P 4

recovery processes. (The nature of solids that might be received from
red phosphorus production is not known at this time.) The design, prepara-
tion, and management of the landfill site is expected to determine the extent
to which, if any, the resulting exposure conditions could be hazardous
to area biota. The expected phosphorus degradation products (especially

phosphoric acids) would be expected to exist in leachate from phosphorus-
rich wastes. While not representing biological exposure hazard by them-
selves, co-generation in the presence of high concentrations of metals in
a landfill leachate (or runoff) could create the potential for isolation

and enhancement of metal toxicity (Burrows, et al, 1973). There is no
empirical basis for predicting whether or not such conditions might exist
should phosphorus smoke munitions production resume at PBA. Leachate mon-
itoring and collection are technically feasible mitigative possibilities
should the need arise. Other containment measures (e.g., capping) are also
available for consideration, if necessary, should the landfill operation
present opportunities for undegraded P 4 -laden sediments to reach surrounding
biota.
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3.4.1.2 Red Phosphorus - Butyl Rubber

3.4.1.2.1 Production Facilities

Human Exposure

The development of production facilities at PBA for red phosphorus - butyl
rubber screening smokes i s in the planning stages and so there is no prior
experience (except from England) upon which to base a discussion of exposures.

The proposed system has been described and current information suggests
that concern should focus on exposure to emissions of the methylene chloride
solvent. The literature suggests that hazardous exposures to methylene

chloride may occur during industrial operations. For example, a chemist was

exposed repeatedly to concentrations ranging from 500 to 3600 ppm and developed
signs of toxic encephalopathy. (ACGIH, 1976).

In another case, four workers exposed to unmeasured high concentrations

for one to three hours developed eye and respiratory irritation. Sub-

sequently, all became comatose and one worker died. (Moskowitz and

Shapiro, 1952.) During the production of RP-BR, workers may be exposed

to high levels of methylene chloride when the solvent is added to the

kneader-extruder and when the extruded granules are transferred to the

outdoor drying ovens. The actual level of exposure will depend upon

the effectiveness of ventilation systems. Even if ventilation is not

effective, it is expected that respiratory protection will be utilized

to limit inhalation exposure. Methylene chloride can also be absorbed

through the skin and so exposure may occur from spills or from handling

plasticized such as currently used to prevent phosphorus exposure will

reduce the hazard of skin absorption. In general, the implementation of

standard industrial hygiene practices will limit the risk of hazardous

exposure to RP-BR and its raw materials.

Flora/Fauna Exposure

The area and setup designated for possible use for production of Red Phosphorus/

Butyl Rubber (RP/BR) at Pine Bluff Arsenal (PBA) affords little (if any)
potential for flora/fauna exposure to significant ambient concentrations
of any production-related emissions. The facility would be located in an

existing, though presently inactive, building in an open, developed portion

of the post, where floral and faunal diversity is minimal. The envisioned
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production concept involves removal of waste water and solid wastes to central-
ized treatment and/or disposal locations elsewhere at PBA. Thus, any
production-derived waterborne exposure potential would likely be realized
at those disposal sites (see above).

The quantified, production-related air emissions from the facility include
escape of 10% of the methylene chloride to be used in the production
process. No projections of the resultant ambient air concentrations of
methylene chloride are available, but the available data for overall volatile
hydrocarbon emissions strongly suggest that there is no reason to expect

mammalian inhalation damage thresholds (in the 1,000 ppm and greater range)
to be approached. Specifically, it has been calculated that emissions would
need to increase by slightly more than a factor of seven to result in ambient
air concentrations equal to the .25 ppm volatile hydrocarbon standard about

4,000 feet from the facility.

3.4.1.2.2 Pollution Control/Waste Facility

Human Exposure

Excess methylene chloride will be vented to the atmosphere from the drying
ovens and so exposure at the pollution control/waste facility should be
limited.

Flora/Fauna Exposure

The ecological exposure potential from waste treatment and disposal for
RP-BR production would be essentially the same as described in Section
3.4.1.1.2 for WP-F. Variance may exist due to the possible differences in
details of intermediate treatment processes, but these would generally
be expected to be undetectable in the context of ultimate disposal-
related ambient ecological exposure potential at the central water and land
disposal facilities. Until such time as the RP/BR system may be better
defined, further comparisons are considered impractical.

3.4.2 Training and Field Use

The use of WP-F and RP-BR under training and battlefield conditions is
described using three different scenarios. The first scenario concerns
RB-BR in the L8AI vehicle-mounted grenade and the generation of small
localized clouds. The other two scenarios concern WP-F deployment either
for one-time coverage over a large area using 60-81 mm mortars or longer
range rockets and 105 mm or 155 mm projectiles for sustained coverage
over a large area. The training and field use scenarios described
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below are based primarily on information provided in the following two
references:

* Small Unit Smoke Operations
Report No. TC 3-50-2
December 1978

* Concept: Smoke A Combat Multiplier
U.S. Army Combined Arms Combat
Development Activity
August 1978

The second document, in particular, notes that smoke applications are highly
variable and that no single scenario can be regarded as "typical," or
representative of the "official" smoke concept for the U.S. Army. Scenarios
are useful, however, to illustrate the circumstances under which smoke screens
could be deployed.

3.4.2.1 RP-BR: Small Cloud Generation

Human Expos ure

An anticipated application for RP-BR smoke is the L8AI vehicle-mounted
grenade which is designed for rapid smoke generation to conceal or screen
individual vehicles. When a vehicle is fired upon, the vehicle commander
can launch grenades and take evasive action behind the smoke cloud. The
manual, Small Unit Smoke Operations, presents an example of such an
operation:

"e While moving across an open area, a squad leader sees a bright
flash of light and a cloud of dust on his right flank about
1,500 meters from his position. He then sees a trail of black
smoke heading directly for his vehicle.

* According to company SOP, the squad leader shouts, "Smoke,
Sagger right!" Crew reaction is immediate. Squad members
riding in the cargo hatch of the armored personnel carrier
(APC) throw three HC smoke grenades over the right side of
the vehicle. The driver then makes a 900 turn to the left
so that the smoke cloud is between the vehicle and the Sagger.

* Once the vehicle is behind the smoke screen, a squad member
riding in the rear of the vehicle throws a hand grenade into
the cloud to make the enemy gunner think he has scored a hit.
The Sagger, however, flies through the smoke and misses the
APC.
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* The squad leader then calls for mortar fire on the suspected
enemy position. He also calls for smoke to be placed between
his location and the probable enemy position."

While the example describes the use of HC smoke, it is assumed that RP-BR
grenades could be deployed under similar circumstances. Since deployment
for vehicle screening is an emergency maneuver, consideration of metero-
logical conditions and exposure of personnel will have lower priority than the
immediate need to evade enemy fire. Given these circumstances, it is expected
that troops will occasionally be exposed to the RP-BR cloud and, although
doctrine requires the use of protective masks, it is unlikely that they

:1 will be utilized at the outset of the maneuver.

Dispersion modeling shows that high concentrations of P205 can be expected
as a result of L8AI grenade deployment. Calculations based on the center-
line of dispersion show how the maximum concentration disperses over time.
For example, 30 seconds after deployment (under ideal conditions and
windspeed of 3 m/sec.) the point of maximum concentration will be 90 meters
downwind from the deployment site. The qoncentration at ground level
will be 2.5 x 104 mg/m3. If the prevailing wind speed is greater, the
point of maximum concentration will travel farther over the 30-second
period but the concentration will be reduced because of increased dis-
persion.

The relationship between smoke dispersal and troop exposure can be
described graphically. Figure 8 shows a simplified battlefield situation
in which a vehicle deploys grenades and changes direction to move out of
enemy range. In this example the vehicle travels at a constant 20 mph and
after 30 seconds is 270 m from the site of deployment and 180 m from the
point of maximum smoke concentration. At that point in time the vehicle and
its passengers are exposed to less than 1.17 x 104 9 mg/m3.

It is possible to develop an example which shows the vehicle traversing
the point of maximum concentration, however, this is unlikely because the
rationale behind RP-BR grenade deployment is to create a smoke screen
between the vehicle and enemy positions in order to permit escape.

* Flora/Fauna Exposure

Two potentially significant ecological exposure pathways for field use of
RP-BR grenades are: (1) deposition/washout of aquatic systems; and (2)
exposure of terristrial organisms to airborne smoke.

Because of the extremely toxic nature of P4 residues in aquatic systems

(see Section 4), deposition/washout of any undegraded P49 especially
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to small water bodies, may create exposure risks to resident finfish,
invertebrates, and/or waterfowl, even if resultant P concentrations are
in the low ppb range. Unfortunately, there is no information available
on the range and frequency of occurence of P 4 deposition to aquatic system
from RP-BR or WP-F smokes in training or other field use. An area receiving
repeated deposition (i.e., in training) would be expected to be most
vulnerable.

It is known that most of the phosphorus in smoke oxidizes to forms that
are relatively insignificant in any form of short-term aquatic exposure
(i.e., phosphites and phosphoric acids). It is conceivable, but
speculative, to hypothesize that repeated use of a specific training area

for smoke deployment might result in sufficient deposition of P degradation

products to be a beneficial (or adverse) stimulant of aquatic plant pro-

duction, or of isolation and enhancement of the availability of trace
metals in the system to aquatic organisms.

Reference points for consideration of potential terrestrial organism

exposure can be largely confined to comparison of smoke concentration to

experimentally established thresholds for mammalian toxicity. Comparisons
for vegetation or other animals would be speculative in the absence of
experimental data and with the knowledge that even among mammals there
is evidence of widely variable sensitivity (see Section 4).

Available data from tests with RP smoke indicate peak concentrations of
about 200 mg/min/m3 (form of phosphorus unspecified). If such levels
characterized training and field exposure scenarios, the potential for

acute, lethal mammalian exposure would likely be minimal, as this is

about an order of magnitude below the (phosphorus acid equivalent)
inhalation LC 's of RP-BR smoke for the most sensitive species tested

(see Section 9. Sublethal effects on mammals, such as irritation of

the eyes, would be a reasonable expectation.

Calculated hypothetical exposure scenarios for RP-BR smokes suggest the

possible occurrence of peak concentrations of about 10,000 mg/ml at a

given distance after 30 seconds (i.e., 5,000 mg/min/m3), which would

fall within the range of the aforementioned LC 's. However, the calcu-
lations further suggest a decline of the peak 9y about two orders of

magnitude after one minute has elapsed. This suggests that field exposure

conditions lethal to mammals are unlikely to exist or persist under most
circumstances. (Note here that the above calculations are based on
predicted concentrations of P 05, not phosphoric acid, which was the
basis for the toxicity values.)
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3.4.2.2 WP-F: Large Area, One-Time Coverage

Human Exposure

WP-F smoke can be deployed using 60-81 m mortars or rockets to blind
enemy observation of troop or vehicle movements (N.B. over longer ranges
field artillery could be utilized). For example, a barrage of WP-F
mortars could be placed directly on an enemy observation post prior to con-
ducting a maneuver. In this case, it is assumed that effective screening
requires one-time coverage of a large area. The manual, Small Unit Smoke
Operations, presents an example of such an operation:

"e A company team is conducting a movement to contact. After
moving through a thick wooded area, the team reaches an open
valley flanked on one side by five small hills.

e The team commander studies the valley visually and by map
and decides that the first hill to his right is a likely
spot for an enemy observation post.

9 He calls for mortar fire to deliver smoke on the hill. When
a large smoke cloud develops, he begins the advance up the
valley.

e As the team passes the second hill, however, it starts to
receive indirect weapons fire. The team commander suspects
that an enemy observation post is located on one of the other
hills to his right, but he is not sure of its exact location.
For this reason, he decides to produce a smoke screen between

his position and the remaining hills on the valley. He does
this with mortar and field artillery fire.

a Within a few minutes, the smoke screen is thick enough to
reduce observation and the team continues its advance."

Figure 9 is a graphic description of this scenario. Calculations of
smoke dispersal assumed the deployment of a single 155 mm WP-F shell
containing 5980 grams of WP-F which burns for 7 minutes. The scenario
uses these data and assumes that the same amount of smoke is delivered
by deploying several smaller mortars or rockets. In this case smoke deploy-
ment is intended to obscure enemy observation of troop movements which will
pass by the enemy position. Under the scenario conditions the troop will
cross the centerline of cloud dispersal at a distance of 300 m from the
edge of the smoke deployment area. As the troops approach the centerline
they will encounter the following smoke concentrations:
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Distance from Concentration
Centerline (m) mg/m3

200 less than .1
150 .1
100 1.2

50 3.4
Centerline 4.9

Maximum exposure occurs as the troops cross the centerline of smoke dis-
persal (4.9 mg/m3 ). If the traverse occurs closer to the deployment area,

exposure will be higher (i.e., at 200 m: 7.9 mg/m 3 ; at 100 m:
16.3 mg/m 3 .

Flora/Fauna Expos ure

The same factors basically apply to considerations of ecological exposure
due to large area, one-time coverage with WP-F smokes as were discussed

above for RP-BR smokes (section 3.4.2.1). The same important areas of
uncertainty exist concerning aquatic and terrestrial organism exposure
conditions, and the same generic likelihood that a training area used
repeatedly would experience the greatest potential for cumulative impacts
from P4 residues and/or degradation products. Calculated values for
atmospheric concentrations in this tpe of a field scenario suggest that
maxima of no more than about 35 mg/m (phosphoric acid at 50% humidity)
would exist. Such a level would be orders of magnitude below reported
mammalian effects levels (see Section 4), but exposure effects for other
organisms remain uncertain.

3.4.2.3 WP-F: Large Area, Sustained Coverage

Human Exposure

For deployment over a greater range and for maintaining sustained coverage,
105 mm or 155 mm WP-F projectiles can be utilized by field artillery.
For example, a commander attacking a defensive enemy position could request
a sustained smoke screen on likely avenues of approach(map of the earth,
contour, or low level) for enemy helicopters. Such a smoke screen may
force enemy helicopters to abort their attack or to operate at higher
and more vulnerable altitudes.

In order to maintain an effectively obscuring concentration of smoke (0.288
gm/m3) over a 100 m square area for 1 hour, deployment of 72 WP-F 155 mm
shells would be required. Smoke dispersal calculations have not been made
for this scenario; however, they are expected to be similar to those
presented in previous sections, except that the duration of smoke
generation and dispersal will be longer.
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Flora/Fauna Exposure

This scenario would entail almost the same ecological considerations as

the two preceding scenarios, with the exception that the cumulative
exposure potentials due to deposition/washout would obviously be greater
The assumed maintenance of an a mospheric concentration of about 300 g/mI

of P 205 (i.e., about 1,500 mg/m of phosphoric acid at 50% humidity)
brings about the likelihood of at least irritation-level exposure for

mammalian receptors, and the possibility of approach of lethal thresholds
for the most sensitive species (see Section 4).
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Section 3

Appendix A

Background Theory/Discussion of Dispersion Models

To determine concentrations of white phosphorus felt or red phosphorus

butyl rubber caused by shell explosion in the field, various models that

consider instantaneous sources were investigated. An instantaneous source

has very short-term pollutant release time, on the order of seconds. An

explosion -: a smoke producing shell would therefore be considered an in-

stantaneous source. To determine concentrations at any position downwind,

one must consider the time interval after the time of release and diffusion

in the downwind direction as well as lateral and vertical diffusion.

The determination of the path or trajectory of the "puff" is both very

important and difficult if concentrations are to be determined at specific

points. Determining the trajectory is of less importance if knowledge of

the magnitude of the concentrations for particular downwind distances or

travel times is required without the need to know exactly at what points

these concentrations occur.

In the following pages, three different instantaneous source models will be

discussed. Adaptations of the algorithms used in these models, applicable

to smoke bomb explosions will be used to calculate concentrations produced

on the battlefield.

Turner's (1970) equation presents an equation for calculating concentrations
from an instantaneous source. This equation was rewritten from Sutton's

(1932) equation. The equation is as follows:

( H) 2 Qt exp -1/2

X (x,y, o; R=(27 ) axayaz

(x-Ut) exp [-1/2 H
x z

exp [-1/2 ( '-) ] (5.21)
z

where: QT is total mass release (gin);
U is the wind speed (m/sec);

z is time after release (sec);
H is height of release (m);

x is downwind distance from release point (m);

y is crosswind distance from release point (m); and

ox' ay, and az are the standard deviations of the concentration

distribution in the puff (m).
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It should be noted that the x axis is always oriented in the downwind direction

Consequently, ax is the standard deviation of the concentration distribution
of the puff in the downwind direction.

Wind speed primarily influences the downwind position of the center of the
puff as is shown by examination of the exponential term involving ax and U.
Wind speed can also influence the dispersion indirectly, because the dis-
persion parameters ax, a and a may be functions of wind speed.

Since much less is known of dispersion in the downwind direction than is
known of lateral and vertical dispersion, it is difficult to make reasonable
estimates of Ox. Turner (1970) indicates that in general one should expect
the value of a to be about the same as a . Initial puff dimensions fromx yan explosion can be approximated by finding a virtual distance to give the

appropriate initial standard deviation for each direction. Then a will
be determined as a function of X+x y, a z, as a function of X + Xz and aas a function of X + Xx.

Slade (1965) has suggested values for a and a for quasi-instantaneous
sources. These are found in Table 1 Y z

TABLE 1

Estimation of Dispersion Parameters for
Quasi-Instantaneous Sources

x =lo0m x =4km

aT a a a__ _ _z __X _z

Unstable 10 15 300 220

Neutral 4 3.8 120 50

Very stable 1.3 0.75 35 7

Sutton (1953) presents an equation for calculating concentrations from an
instantaneous point source.

X (x,y,z,t) - exp 00n-2 x z
w3/2CxCyCz(Ut) 3/2 (2-n) exp [ (Ut)n-2 ( - -c--z)
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Where: Q is total mass of smoke generated (g);

U is constant wind speed (m/sec);

t is time after release (seec);

x, y and z (m), are measured from an origin moving with

the cloud at constant speed, U:

Cx, Cy and Cz (m), are functions of the kinematic viscosity

and the constant wind speed.

When n-0 the equation will assume that for all degrees of turbulence, the
radius of the cluster will not incurese more rapidly than the distance
traveled. N-1/4 gives a reasonably accurate description of diffusion in
the atmosphere for distances varying from meters to tens or hundreds of
kilometers.

Drivas and Shair (1974) carried out a tracer study to test the validity of
several theoretical models which can be used in predicting the dispersion
from an instantaneous cross-wind line source. The tracer gas, sulfur
hexafluoride, was released by an automobile to simulate a quasi-instantaneous
line source. The automobile was moving along an urban highway in Los
Angeles. Concentrations at various locations from 0.4 to 3.2 km downwind

* of the highway were recorded at ground level as a function of time.

In general, a plot of the measured concentrations vs. time, yielded curves
that, except for the shortest downwind distance at 0.4 kin, were decidedly
nonGaussian. The curves exhibit a skewness to the right which increases
with increasing downwind distance.

The Gaussion equation for determining the ambient concentrations from an
instantaneous crosswind line source was tested in order to compare theoretical
results with the actual experimental data. The equation used values of the
variables taken from Slade (1968). The equation is as follows:

QL exp x Ut) 2
XI azi 2oX2

Where: 9L is total mass of release (g);
U is constant windspeed (m/seec);
t is time after release (see);
x is downwind distance from release point(m); and
a and aI (m), are the standard deviations of the con-

cenirationdistribution in the puff.

The mathematical description of aX1 and oZ is:
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I - 0.06 (Ut) 0.92 and;

a 0.70
ZI = o.15 (Ut)

The results of testing the models yielded two major discrepancies: (1)
the peak concentrations for the case tested were over-estimated by a factor
of 20; and (2) the time associated with the movement of the concentration
peak downwind was grossly in error. The second result is because the model
predicts a constant average velocity for the movement of the peak concentration.
The experimental data show an apparent velocity which increases with time.

The field investigations of Drivas and Shair (1974) have shown that the use of
simplified Gaussian source models may lead to large over-predictions, and that
the calculated ambient concentrations are heavily dependent on the trivariate
o's used in the puff equation.

Three major instantaneous source models have been presented for background.
The neKt section will detail the model which will be used to calculate con-
centrations of WP-F and RP-BR in battlefield use.

A modified version of Sutton's model intended to improve the o determinations
was developed by the Army Matereial System Analysis Activity (AMSAA). This
model referred to as the Smoke Effectiveness Manual Model (SEMM), was derived
from the JTCG Smoke Observation Model No. I (SOM-l), developed by M.C.
Johnson. To make the model more manageable, Mr. G. Hanna of AMSAA and the
Oklahoma State University engineering Field Office at Eglin Field, Florida,
revised the SOM-l by removing transmission and brightness calculations that
were in question. Instead they left this information to be supplied by calibrated
test results. Additional features were also included such as the effects of
weapon delivery errors and a comprehensive analysis of the density distribution
of the smoke cloud. The model has the following distinctive features:

e The smoke model is a transport and diffusion model and requires
transmission data;

e The model assumes an uncorrelated Gaussian trivariate distribution
for each obscuring burst;

e The model produces "holes" or discontinuities in the smoke screen
due to the aiming and precision errors of induct firing weapons;
and

e The model is used for detection but with proper data can be used for
recognition and identification.

The Gaussian trivariate distribution of aerosols chosen for this model evolved
from the works of Sutton, Calder, and Milly. In order to establish values
for the model's constants, Milly (1958) compared the model against numerous
test data on various types of munitions.
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The ANSAS model can be used for both WP-F and RP-BR munitions.

When exploded, the phosphorus munition develops an initial size and proceeds
to diffuse and advect according to meteorological conditions. The bursts
are assumed to have a trivariate Gaussian distribution with standard
deviations a ay, and 0 at any time and given by Johnson (1972) as:

X91 z

Ut + A .9294O= 0.1522 -1.0

S=3 (Ut + B a
.41. 100 (2.1)

.Ut + C b
oz fi 1 . 35 (t )

The term U is the mean wind velocity near the ground and t measures the age
of each burst. Exponents a and b are functions of the temperature difference
between .5m and 4m above the ground. The terms A, B, and C account for the
initial burst size of the munition. They are represented mathematically by
the following:

a 1/.9294
A = 1.0 ( ./.22

.1522

B = 100 4 1/ (2.2)

C =20 zs 1/b

The terms a , a , and a are the source values of the standard deviation and
depend on te fill weightZof the munition. The constants in the equations
describing A, B, and C were established by Hilly (1958), in accordance with
test data. The equations have been modified somewhat by past users. The
diffusion characteristics of the burst and consequently that of the smoke
screen, are a function of the growth of ax, ay, and a with time.X y z

During deployment of the smoke screen from the individual bursts, the density
of the screen at any point is the su-m of the densities of the individual bursts

taken at that point. With a mean ground wind velocity U in a direction X,
the cloud density at any point, x, y, z in the wind axis system is described
by the following equation:

2 N f2 2 t) 2  (2.3)
DEN 2 QXSI__ ex. 1/ xz-+

(2) 3/2 ( o exp - /2 2
1 xYz X y n
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Where: A is the munition efficiency with which the smoke producing material
is used.

Q is the weight of the smoke producing material prior to explosion,
excluding weight lost in the plume.

0 is the yield factor associated with the physico-chemical reaction
process which converts smoke producing material into smoke. For

S-" hygroscopic agents this quantity is mainly a function of relative
humidity.

. z(t) is the function which describes the vertical motion of the smoke
due to updrafts from heat released during production.

N is the number of bursts of WP forming the smoke screen.

x is downwind distance

y is crosswind distance.

Integration of the density equation is carried out along various lines of
sight Li originating at the observer's position and passing through the screen.
Mass per unit area of the obscurant along line L is described by the follow-
ing equation:

N L

MASS (L) = (DEN) dL (2.4)

0

The AMSAA model SEMM is widely accepted throughout the smoke obscurationI community. The white phosphorus portion of the smoke model was run using

test data obtained from the Smoke Inventory Tests. To investigate the
model's predictive ability, tests employing one and three rounds of 105 mm
WO M60A2 munitions and three and six rounds of 155 - WP MllDE2 munitions
were carried out for comparative analysis. Each group of rounds was
statistically fired simultaneously in a linear array parallel to the
observer's line of sight (LOS). A time history of smoke concentration
was recorded as the cloud passed the observers LOS and a comparison of
concentration was made with the corresponding predicted value obtained
from the smoke model.

The concentration length (CL) represents the mass of smoke occupying a volum
one square ater in cross section extending along the observer's LOS. The

couparisons made to date between model and test results, reveal that the
model predicts the thresholds quite favorably. A characteristic of most test
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and model comparisons is the tail-off of smoke that persists after the main
body of smoke has passed downwind. Apparently, this effect is caused by
filler material containing solid chunks which do not form the initial flash
but continue to burn on contact with ghr ground. Degradation of the model's
prediction capabilities is not effected by this phenomenon until volleys
of the larger 155 mm munitions are involved. Difficulties arise where
the WP model results predict higher peak values of CL's and shorter duratior
times at lower CL's. Both effects are again apparently due to some of the
filler material not being consumed during the initial burst and burning on
the ground afterwards. On the whole the comparisons made between the test
data and model results were quite favorable.

INPUTS TO SEMM

The model requires two types of inputs to produce results, selected inputs
and fixed inputs. The selected inputs are important because they determine
the history of the smoke cloud. The fixed inputs have a lesser influence
on the dispersion of the smoke cloud and are not easily descernible or
calculable on the battlefield.

Meteorological conditions have been selected and grouped into five combinations
of atmospheric stability and wind velocities in accordance with the Pasquill
grouping of parameters. These are contained in Table 2 below.

TABLE 2. METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

Approx.
Wind Speed, Pasquill

Stability knots Category

(Stable) 5 E to F

(Neutral) 5 D to C

(Neutral) 10 D to C

(Neutral) 15 D to C

(Unstable) 5 A to B

i-
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Wind directions are chosen with reference to the observer-to-target LOS.
These are head or tail wind, crosswind and quatering wind.

The model handles various munition types and volley sizes. The actual
usage of these inputs will be described in the field usage portion of this
document.

"* Military screening smokes most commonly consist mainly of hygroscopic
products of chemical reactions which form dilute solutions in the presence
of atmospheric water vapor. This results in a smoke cloud actually consisting
of suspensions of small liquid droplets. Both types of phosphorus munitions
fall into this class. The mass of smoke they produce is greater than the
mass of the original dry agent. The amount of smoke produced by these
munitions is directly proportional to the water vapor content of the air,
i.e., relative humidity. The greater the relative humidity the greater the
amount of smoke produced. This relationship is expressed in the form of
a yield factor which is the ratio of the wet smoke mass produced to the
mass of dry agent consumed. Yield factors versus relative humidity were;
plotted for various smoke agents. This plot is found in Figure 1.

Research done by Milly (1958) concludes that the diffusion of smoke bursts
is controlled by the meteorological dependent quantities a andB. These
quantities are determined by the local average temperature difference
between a height of 4 meters and 0.5 meters. The quantities a and B are
important, because they are used in calculating the standard deviations of
the trivariate smoke density distributions in directions perpendicular to
the wind direction. Figure 2 shows a plot of a-B versus temperature
difference.

SEMM uses the munition fill weight modified by an efficiency factor to
account for two effects: (1) the amount of fill actually converted to
dry smoke and (2) the amount of smoke which is lost in the rising plume.
The first depends on test.results while the second is dependent on atmos-
pheric stability and is used instead of a smoke rise function. The product
of fill weight and efficiency is called the effective fill weight. In a
conversation with Mr. Robert Marchetti of U.S. Army Material Systems
Analysis Activity at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, he stated that for all
phosphorus munitions and stabilities classes, an efficiency of 10% should
be assumed. The effective fill weight will be outlined when smoke dispersion

V" scenarios are discussed.

When a phosphorus munition explodes, the smoke originates as the result of
a bursting charge which igiftes and separates the filler material. The
distribution of this material is assumed to have the same Gaussian character-
istics of the subsequently diffused cloud. This initial burst is characterized
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by the source sigmas, o , o , o which are strongly dependent on the
I. effective fill weight. 9 he Effuslon process of the smoke screen is

defined by the sigma growth with time. Figure 3 shows a plot of the source
sigmas (a) versus white phosphorus effective fill weight.

There are more model inputs that refine model results for specific cases.
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Section 3

Appendix B

Particle Size of Smoke Aerosols

Effects of Humidity

Water vapor concentration in the air affects the amount of smoke that is

generated from the combustion products of the phosphorus preparations.
The combustion products react with atmospheric moisture to form hydrated
H 3P04 . Figure 1 indicates the yield of smoke as a function of humidity.

The chart can be used to estimate smoke yield when the amount of phos-
phorus burned is known. The figure shows that the dependence on humidity
is significant, with 50-90% more smoke formed at 70% relative humidity
than at 10% relative humidity.

Particle Size Distribution

Smoke particle size is the most important aspect in determining usefulness

as an obscurant. It is also an important factor in the environmental
fate of smoke and in the analysis of exposure. Particles smaller than a

few microns have relatively high opacity to light transmission in the
visible and infrared ranges. Particles of this size are respirable and
may be respired but not remain airborne possibly as long as a month.
Widespread dispersal in the atmosphere is therefore possible. Larger
particles tend to settle out of the air in the immediate vicinity of

their introduction.

Field tests and tests in wind tunnels have been done to determine particle

size distribution from various phosphorus submunitions. Results are shown
in Table 1. A white phosphorus grenade was tested and results of the
particle size analysis are shown in Figure 2. Figures 3 - 6 show particle

size distribution of other munitions shown in Table 1. Most particles
are less than 3 pm in diameter which puts them in the respirable range.
Particles of this size are also apt to remain airborne for a long time,
depending on weather conditions.

Red phosphorus grenades were also tested. Table 2 shows the results of
eight tests, while Figure 7 shows graphically the particle size distribution
from these tests.

While the figures discussed so far seem to indicate a stable particle
size distribution, tests in which smoke clouds were analyzed at different
times and at different spatial locations within the cloud as it evolved

show that smoke particle size distribution varies considerably. Figure
8 illustrates that behavior from a test of a red phosphorus grenade.
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TABLE 2
L8A1 RP GRENADE SMOKE PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

(95% RP, 5% BR)

Fraction of Particles in Size Range

Size Trial

Range pm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 x a

.3-0.4 .17 .23 .56 .15 .8 .26 .20 .04.2 .5

0.4-0.6 .19 .23 .32 .16 .20 .29 .22 .33 .24 .06

0.6-0.8 .19 .20 .08 .20 .22 .20 .21 .26 .20 .05

0.8-1.0 .17 .14 .02 .18 .17 .13 .16 .18 .14 .05

1.0-1.5 .19 .14 .01 .20 .17 .10 .17 .15 .14 .06

.5-3.0 .12 .05 .01 .12 .-05 .02 .0 .0]06.4

.

0 .,3-.-4 .6 .8 1.0 1.5 patceSx e3.0

FIGURE 7
LgAl RP GRENADE 83Q13 PARTICLE SIZE DISTIBUTION

MUa AND 20-LUW~S 0F DATA nM EIGHT TZSTS

Source: Rubel, G.O., (1976)
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4.0 TOXICOLOGY OF WP-F AND RP-BR SMOKES

4.1 Human Health Effects

This section discusses the human health effects of exposure to toxic
materials used by the Army in the manufacture and deployment of white
phosphorus/felt and red phosphorus/butyl rubber smoke munitions. Table
25 lists the specific materials discussed, and indicates exposure po-
tential during production and/or smoke deployment and important exposure
routes.

Table25

Toxic Substances Encountered During Production and Deployment

WP/F and RP/BR

Exposure During:

Toxic Substance Production Smoke Deployment Via Primary Routes of Risk

Phosphorus (Red) X ? Inhalation

Phosphorus (White) X X (?) Inhalation, ingestion, skin

Phosphoric Acid X X Inhalation, skin

Phosphorus Acid X X Inhalation, skin

Phosphine ? ? Inhalation

Methylene Chloride X NO Inhalation, skin

Both human-exposure/effects data and animal-experimental data have been
utilized in the evaluation of health effects. Where possible and ap-
propriate, interspecies differences in sensitivity and physiological
response to the toxic chemicals have been considered. In many instances,
however, interspecies differences with respect to particular dose/response
relationships have not been reported, and therefore, the reliability of
extrapolations between species is questionable.

As will be made clear, there are major data gaps. Most conspicuous are
those concerning the composition of phosphorus smoke and the health
effects due to intermediate and long-term exposure to the smoke. Much
of the animal exposure data concerns the acute lethal response to smoke,
while human exposure data concern very brief non-lethal exposures and
are insufficiently quantitative.

A number of reviews have been written on the toxicity of phosphorus.
These reviews are cited and summarized in the following section. Pro-
portionally greater effort has been expended to augment these reviews
and clarify, where possible, those subject areas for which new data have
become available.
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4.1.1 Pharmacokinetics of Red and White Phosphorus

4.1.1.1 Absorption of White Phosphorus

White phosphorus is readily absorbed upon ingestion. Experimental
studies in rats indicate that absorption is rapid and at least 60% of
the dose is absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract. The percentage
is probably much higher because the role of biliary excretion of ab-
sorbed phosphorus has not been determined (Lee, et al., 1975; Ghoshal,
et al., 1971). Gastrointestinal absorption in humans is similarly rapid
and complete. The influence of vehicle on mortality was examined by
Diaz-Rivera, et al., (1950), but their analysis does not concomitantly
take into account the amount ingested or the influence of vomiting or of
gastric lavage on mortality. It may be that the vehicle has some effect
on rate of absorption, but it seems the differences may be of marginal
importance.

Absorption of white phosphorus via inhalation in the form of vapors,
oxides and/or dust particles must certainly occur, but studies in man
or animals of the retention in lungs, the profile of deposition along
the respiratory tract, and the chemical species involved have not been
reported. The chemical reactivity of white phosphorus and its relatively
low vapor pressure strongly suggest that most of the inhaled species
would be the oxides; however, the extreme toxicity of white phosphorus
(P4 ) and of phosphine (PH3 ) could be more important than the oxides even
if P4 and PH3 are at very low concentrations.

4.1.1.2 Absorption of Red Phosphorus

Red phosphorus does not appear to be readily absorbed from the gastro-
intestinal tract, and this probably accounts for its very low oral toxi-
city. We have seen no data to indicate the actual extent of absorption.

Inhalation of red phosphorus aerosol was studied in mice by Dalhamn
and Hohma (1959). They reported that in factories where red phosphorus
is produced by sublimination of whit phosphorus, concentrations of red
phosphorus in air were up to 40 mg/m. They had observed 4 cases of
acute, atypical pneumonia of sudden onset at one of these factories.
In their animal studies they exposed 15 mice to an aerosol of 3 2p-labeled
red phosphorus at a concentration of 5 mg/m3 for one hour and reported
early deposition in the lung, nose, and digestive system. The amount
absorbed and the percent retention was not and cannot be determined from

their published autoradiographs. It appears that deposition in lungs
and nose is followed by partial clearance of the particles from the
lungs by mucociliary transport into the digestive system. By 48 hours,
no radioactivity was detected in the digestive tract because of either
absorption or elimination, but radioactivity was still quite apparent
in the lungs. After 10 days, radioactivity was still apparent in the
lungs, although the concentration cannot be determined.

Absorption of phosphorus as a consequence of burns is discussed under
a separate heading below.

L1
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4.1.1.3 Metabolism and Excretion

The metabolism of elemental phosphorus is not completely understood.
When white phosphorus is ingested, it is not known what chemical
species are actually absorbed or how they ar metabolized. Disposition
of the radioactivity of orally administered 12P-labeled white phosphorus
has been examined in rats by two groups at different toxic levels.
Lee, et al. (1975) dosed female rats with 0.3 mg/kg (,\ 1/10 LD50 ) 

30p_
labeled white phosphorus mixed in peanut oil. Table 26 gives the
disposition of the radioactivity at 4 hours and at I and 5 days. These
data indicate that a relatively high proportion of the absorbed dose is
retained in the liver. Table 27 indicates that the highest concentra-
tions at day 5 were in liver, bone, and kidney. About 80% of the activity
was excreted by day 5 - 47% in the urine and 33% in the feces. TLC
analysis of urine at 4 and 24 hours showed that about 40% of the urinary
excretion was inorganic phosphate such as pyrophosphate (-H P207) and
orthophosphate (H P04 and -H2PO4), which are biologically normal forms
of phosphorus. Another 40% was unidentified. TLC analyses of liver
extracts (CH C13:MeOH92:l)) indicated 32% and 58% as inorganic phosphates
at 4 and 24 hours, respectively; 66% and 42% of the extract at 4 and 24
hours, respectively, were not identified. Since organic phosphate com-
pounds constitute a large proportion of total phosphorus compounds in
normal body fluids, we interpret these data to suggest that most of the
phosphorus is rapidly oxidized and directed into the general phosphate
pool.

Ghoshal, et al. (1971) intubated rats with 3 2P-white phosphorus at
7.5 mg/kg, well above the lethal level, and recovered up to 70% of the
radioactivity in the liver by 2 - 3 hours. Table 28 gives the per-
centage of radioactivity associated with various fractions of liver
homogenate. The authors considered the 5% associated with the TCA pre-
cipitated microsomal fraction of some interest since this fraction con-
tains membranes and polysomes from the endoplasmic reticulum, a site of
intracellular toxicity. The differences reported by Lee, et al. (1975)
and Goshal, et al., (1971) in levels of 3 2p increased in the liver can
be attributed partly to the large difference in dose. At very high
levels the liver could have been relatively more unable to metabolize
and eliminate the toxic compounds.

4.1.2 Acute Toxicity

White phosphorus is a highly toxic substance while red phosphorus is
considered non-toxic by the oral route because of poor absorption
(Sittig, 1979; Sax, 1979: Gosselin, et al., 1976; Patty, 1963). Table 29
presents some estimates of lethal doses in humans and other mammals.
The lethal dosages are roughly comparable between mammalian species. The
apparent LD50 is somewhat higher in man than in other mammals; however,
this figure, estimated from the 56 case studies of phosphorus poisoning
reported by Diaz-Rivera, et al. (1950), does not take into account that
both vomiting and gastric lavage significantly reduced the actual amount
of phosphorus absorbed. Rats and mice cannot vomit.
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TABLE 26

DISTRIBUTION AND EXCRETION OF RADIOACTIVITY IN
32

RATS RECEIVING P WHITE PHOSPHORUS

% of Administered Dose

4 Hours 1 Day 5 Days

Gastrointestinal 4
Tract Plus Contents 57.0 ± 3.4- 15.3 ± 4.0 1.7 ± 0.2

Feces 2.0 ± 1.0 16.6 ± 3.8 33.W /

Whole Blooda/ 6.1 ± 1.1 4.1 ± 0.5 1.7 ± 0.0

Urine 17.1 ± 2.2 34.5 _ 6.1 46.7-/

Liver 16.1 ± 4.6 16.9 + 0.7 6.3 ± 0.3

Kidneys 0.7 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.0

Spleen 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1

Brain 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 0.1

Lungs 0.4 ± 0.0 0.3 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.0

Skeletal Muscle b/ 4.0 ± 0.0 5.5 ± 0.2 6.0 ± 0.6

Recovery 98.6 ± 5.0 94.0 ± 3.3 96.0

a/ Based on 7.0% of the body weight.

b/ Based on 40% of the body weight.
c/ Mean ± S.E. of three rats.
d/ Pooled samples from three rats.

Source: Lee et al., 1975
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TABLE 27,

TISSUE/PLASMA RATIOS OF RADIOACTIVITY IN RATS

RECEIVING A SINGLE DOSE OF 32P WHITE PHOSPHORUS

Tissue/Plasma Radioactivity Ratio-
/

4 Hours 1 Day 5 Days

Liver 17.7 ± 2.51 /  51.4 ± 3.9 103.2 ± 10.0

Kidneys 4.2 ± 1.0 14.4 ± 1.2 33.5 ± 4.1

Spleen 1.8 ± 0.4 6.4 ± 2.6 18.6 ± 2.6

Brain 0.3 ± 0.0 0.7 ± 0.0 3.6 ± 0.4

Lungs 2.6 ± 0.1 5.8 ± 0.5 16.5 ± 1.0

Skeletal Muscle 0.4 ± 0.0 1.8 ± 0.1 8.7 ± 0.5

Bone 1.7 ± 0.1 12.7 ± 0.1 66.9 ± 17.2

a/ Radioactivity in 1 ml or gm of wet tissue per radioactivity
in I ml of plasma

b/ Mean ± S.E. of three rats.

Source: Lee et al., 1975
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TABLE .28

METABOLISM OF PHOSPHORUS

% of Total 32 Pin Liver at 2 Hours

Fraction non-TCA Precipated TCA Precip itated*

Supernatant 52 2

Microsomal 13 5

Mitochondria 10 0.5

Nuclear Fractions 15 1

Trichioracetic acid precipitates proteinaceous material.

Source: Ghoshal et al., 1971
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TABLE .29

ACUTE TOXICITY OF WHITE PHOSPHORUS

Animal Species Route Dose Effect Reference
(mg/kg)

Rat - Male Oral 3.76 LD50 Lee et al., 1975

Female 3.03

Mouse - Male 4.85

Female 4.82

Dog - Female S.C. 0.4 LD Buchanan et al., 1954

Rabbit S.C. 4.1-10 LD Neubauer, 1911
(cited in Wasti
et al., 1978)

.%

Mortality (Cases)

Human Oral 90.00* 100 (1) Diaz-Rivera et al.,

1950

66.00 100 (1)

22.00 90 (21)

1.1 17 (18)

0.6 14 (14)

0.3 100 (1)

Assumes an average 70 kg body weight.
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The classical picture of acute phosphorus poisoning in humans has been
described as occurring in three stages. In stage I, violent gastro-
intestinal symptoms occur very shortly after ingestion due to local
gastric irritation. There is almost always vomiting. The vomitus usu-
ally has the garlic smell of phosphorus, and often contains blood and
pieces of gastric muccosa. Death may occur within 12 hours or up to
48 hours from hypotensive shock. Stage II has been described as a
relatively symptom-free period lasting from 8 hours to several days.
Diaz-Rivera, et al. (1950) point out, however, that patients are rarely

symptom free; on the contrary, they are usually in extreme discomfort.
Hepatomegaly may become apparent during this period; according to
Diaz-Rivera, et al. (1950), the earlier it appears, the poorer the
prognosis. Hepatic damage has been noted as early as 6 hours after
ingestion at post mortum examination (Diaz-Rivera, et al. 1950).
Animal studies indicate that triglyceride accumulation is detectable
by 4 hours. In stage III, severe gastrointestinal symptoms return with

* hematemesis, partly due to depression of serum clotting factors secon-
dary to hepatic damage. Death in the third stage usually results from
liver failure, but also may be due to cardiovascular collapse or,
rarely, kidney failure. Regardless of the cause of death, kidney and
liver damage are usually present.

Detailed cardiovascular toxicity has been documented in one poisoning
episode of a 16-year old girl who ingested 1100 mg of white phosphorus.
Vascular damage was evidenced by extremely low systemic resistance
despite low blood pressure and the failure of alpha-adrenergic agents
to increase the resistance substantially. The myocardial effect was
evidenced by elevated ventricular end-diastolic pressure, extremely
poor contractions noted on angiography, and a very slow left ventricular
pressure rise in the presence of high preload (Talley, et al., 1972).

4.1.2.1 Mechanism of Action in Liver Toxicity

Phosphorus poisoning virtually always causes a fatty infiltration of
the liver which is due to the inability of the poisoned tissue to
metabolize incoming triglycerides to 0 lipoproteins (Truhaut, et al.,

1974). There are a number of structural and biochemical changes that
could lead to this triglyceride accumulation. Phosphorus causes a dis-
ruption of the endoplasmic reticulum (Pani, et al., 1972; Barber, et
al., 1963) which would prevent the orderly synthesis and secretion of
lipoproteins. Mitochondria, the intercellular site of fatty oxidation,
are swollen and the mitochondrial cristae are disorganized in phosphorus-
poisoned rats (Ghoshal et al., 1969). Phosphorus produced a disintegra-
tion of liver polysomes, the sites of mRNA transcription to protein, as
early as 3 hours after dosing, just prior to a significant increase in
fatty infiltration (Dianzani, 1972). The precise biomolecular mechan-
ism(s) of phosphorus induced hepatotoxicity is not known; also the
active molecule(s), whether phosphorus itself or/and some intermediate,
has not been identified.
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It seems likely that _PU4 imbalance is not the cause, since rarely have
serum P04 and Ca irregularities been found in humans or animals
following phosphorus poisoning except very near death. Normal phosphorus
ingestion and excretion, much of it as organic and inorganic phosphates,
are on the order of 0.5-2 gins/day in young adults (Ciba-Geigy, 1971).

if This quantity is much greater than the O.lg dose, the approximate level
dose of white phosphorus in an adult human.

* 4.1.2.2 Phosphorus Burns

Phosphorus burns, as encountered in industrial accidents or on the
battlefield, cause serious injury locally and sometimes systemically.
The local injury is caused both by the heat of the burning phosphorus
and by the production of corrosive meta-and ortho-phosphoric acids (HPO3
and H3PO 4, respectively).

The cause(s) of systemic toxicity sometimes seen with serious phosphorus
burns remains somewhat unclear. One or more of the following hypotheses
seem possible:

1. Systemic toxicity is typical of severe burn trauma which
normally causes fluid/electrolyte imbalances and often is
complicated by infection.

2. Systemic toxicity results from absorption of elemental or
toxic forms of phosphorus in phosphorus burns.

3. Systemic toxicity may be treatment related; e.g., copper ion
toxicity.

Walker, et al. (1945) evaluated 27 cases of phosphorus burn casualties
that occurred during white phosphorus loading operations at Edgewood
Arsenal. There was a clear-cut relationship between the size of the
area burned and mortality. All burned areas were treated with compresses
soaked in 5% copper sulfate while awaiting debridement and application
of dressing. Somewhat decreased plasma Na+ and C1- concentrations were
common. Phosphate excretion in the urine tended to be decreased rather
than increased; an increase could be expected as a consequence of ab-
sorption of phosphorus through the burned tissue. A fall in phosphate
excretion is common in kidney impairment which itself can have a variety
of causes. There were 5 cases of probably local or systemic infection
indicated by fever and confirmed in 3 cases by a culture from a burn
wound. Two cases of massive hemolysis were associated with elevated
plasma C02, elevated non-protein nitrogen and most significantly, a
positive test for sickle-cell trait. (Persons with sickle-cell trait
are predisposed to fragmentation and early destruction of erythrocytes.
Infection, lowered blood oxygen, or anemia from other causes may pre-
cipitate a hemolytic episode (Beeson and McDermott, 1975).
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Walker et al. (1945) concluded that there was no evidence of systemic

injury due to absorption of phosphorus. Most of the complications seem
typical of those encountered in serious burn injuries such as those
caused by fluid and electrolyte imbalances and infection.

Summerlin et al. (1967) reported on 3 cases of massive hemolysis follow-
ing white phosphorus burns. Since the patients were treated with
CuSO , these authors considered Cu+" as a possible toxic entity.4
Urinary excretion of copper was very significantly elevated, but serum
levels were lower than normal; serum Ca+ + and PO4--- were normal or
close to normal. Two of the patients also had malarial forms in the
blood. (In malaria, hemolysis can be caused by destruction of red
blood cells by the parasite.) These authors were unable to conclude
that phosphorus absorption was the cause of massive hemolysis. They
discussed the close similarities between phosphorus poisoning and copper
poisoning.

Animal experimental models have not greatly aided the understanding of
phosphorus absorption during and following burns because of inadequate
experimental design. Frequently, inappropriate conclusions have been
drawn from the experimental results. Bowen et al. (1971) reported on a

study in which a standard white phosphorus burn was applied to rabbits.
For comparison a hot iron was used2 to burn an area of the skin the size

of the phosphorus burn - two 47 cm circular areas on the back, equiva-
lent to approximately 10-20% of the body surface. Most importantly,
there was mortality of 65-85% in phosphorus-burned rabbits and none in
the hot-iron-burned rabbits. The phosphorus-burned rabbits showed ele-
vated plasma PO4- and decreased Ca++, especially prior to death.
Electrocardiographic abnormalities were also seen in a group of phosphorus-

burned rabbits, but not in the hot-iron-burned rabbits. One must ques-
tion whether the plasma electrolyte changes were cause or effect, and
whether the burns were really comparable in terms of thermal injury and
consequent fluid/electrolyte imbalance. While the type of phosphorus
burn may be comparable to those encountered in human accidents, the
data do not rule out an alternative possibility, that the cause of the

PO --- Ca++ and electrocardiographic changes were secondary to systemic
in3ury caused by a severe burn trauma from the phosphorus, and that the

changes were unrelated to phosphorus absorption.

In a similar type of experiment, Walker et al. (1969) ignited 25 mg of
WP on young pigs (weight of pigs not given) and allowed the WP to com-
pletely burn. These authors analyzed the smoke particles, the cold-
water rinse residue from the burned skin, and the skin itself for phos-
phorus compounds. The percentage of white phosphorus remaining in the
residue was small. Most of the phosphorus was recovered in the smoke
(67%). Of the 11 per cent analyzed in skin as R3P04 , only about half was
determined to be from the burned WP and most of this was contained in the
first 1/2 mm thickness of the burned skin. The other half was determined
to be part of normal skin. These data do not support the hypothesis of

phosphorus absorption in phosphorus burns.
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Ben-Hur et al. (1972) subjected rats to a somewhat unusual type of phos-
phorus-burn injury. Ten or 50 mg of WP was placed into a 1.5 cm incis-
ion in the inguinal region, then ignited with hot metal and allowed to
burn for about 4 min. by alternately opening and closing the wound.
Following the burn, the wound was sutured without rinsing the wound.
Upon opening the wound, up to 2 days later, there was a garlicky smell,
and fluorescence, both signs indicative of the presence of unburned
white phosphorus. Fifty percent of the rats died by 3-4 days, but
whether at the 10 or 50 mg dose was not indicated. Blood and urine bio-
chemistry, 24 hours after the procedure, showed that serum PO4 was

elevated to 10 mg% from a control of 4-5 mg%. However, there were other
indications of severe fluid and electrolyte imbalance: elevated serum
levels of the following, urea, CPT (non-specific indicator of tissue
damage), K+ and osmolality; and decreased serum Na+ and creatinin
clearance. Clearly, both phosphorus absorption and burn/wound trauma
probably combined to induce these changes. Data were not reported on
rats burned with a hot brass plate or rats which were given the same

treatment as the phosphorus burned rats except that the phosphorus was
not ignited.

In a later study (Ben-Hur et al., 1973), the effect of therapy on phos-
phorus burned rats was studied. In this series of experiments, it seems
that a different burn model was used although it was not described in
detail, but simply referred to as a 15% wound surface onto which 25 mg
of white phosphorus was or was not burned.

Logically, it would make more sense if Group 1 was subjected to phos-
phorus burn and, indeed, the discussion seems to indicate it was, but
the description of the groups contradicts this inference: "A 15% wound
surface was immersed for half an hour in a 3% copper sulfate solution
(Group 1). Twenty-five mg of white phosphorus was ignited on a 15%
wound surface (Group 2). A burn similar to that induced in Group 2 was
treated by a solution of 5% sodium bicarbonate plus 3% copper sulfate in
a 1% hydroxyethyl cellulose suspension. Lauryl sulfate (1%) was added
to this suspension (Group 3). Group 4 was a control group, as described
above." The "Above" control groups were given the incision wound which

does not seem appropriate in this experiment.

From the authors' discussion it appears that Group 3 treatment prevented
abnormal fluid and electrolyte imbalance and helped wounds to heal.
These authors concluded that the fluid and electrolyte abnormalities and
increased mortality of Groups I and 2 were due to absorbed elemental
phosphorus; however, this conclusion cannot be reached logically based
on their published data since the contribution of copper toxicity a-i/or
trauma is not clarified between Groups 1 and 2. Assuming Group I did
receive phosphorus, one must ask what the effect is of lauryl sulfate or
sodium bicarbonate alone, and how the suspending agent, hydroxyethyl
cellulose, effects the treatment. If the purpose of the bicarbonate was
to prevent copper absorption as they point out, why didn't they conclude
that copper toxicity was a contributing cause of death in Group I?
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Assuming Group 1 did not receive a phosphorus burn as the description
of the experimental groups indicates, the study indicates some treatment
is better than none. The authors suggest that absorbed phosphorus
causes renal impairment and that +PO4  is secondary to renal damage.
While it is debatable whether absorbed phosphorus causes the renal
damage, the mechanism of elevated serum PO when it occurs in other
diseases is often caused by renal insufficiency. Recall that Walker
et al. (1945) reported decreased urinary PO4 - excretion in some phos-

phorus burn patients.

It cannot be concluded from the reports of white phosphorus burn casual-
ties and animal experimentation that significant phosphorus absorption

in phosphorus burns occurs. This conclusion may be at odds with that
implied in some recent reviews (Burrows et al., 1973; Wasti et al.,

- 1978). Resolution of this issue may help determine the optimum thera-

* peutic treatment of phosphorus burns.

II
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4.1.3 Inhalation Toxicity

Some information concerning composition of smoke generated from white
phosphorus/felt munitions is available. Known components are PH3, P
phosphorous acid, phosphoric acid, polymers 2-6 of polyphosphoric acid
(Snelson et al., 1980). The percent composition was not identified.

The report by Snelson, et al. (1980) indicates many unidentified materials
which are described as "polar organic," "light nitrogen containing" and
"light phosphorus containing" compounds. In addition, the various com-
ponents of the smoke will change with heat of combustion and the humid-
ity of the atmosphere during use. The smoke from red phosphorus and
white phosphorus is generally similar in composition but rigorous
analysis does not appear to have been performed.

Although it is sometimes possible to evaluate toxicity of a complex mix-
ture by a study of the chemical composition, the basic toxicity of the
individual materials obtained from a handbook such as Registry of Toxic
Effects of Chemical Substances (1978) does not provide sufficient infor-
mation concerning inhalation hazards.

For example:

PHOSPHINE - TLV 0.3ppm; a severe pulmonary irritant.
Lowest lethal dose by inhalation - human
1000 mg/m , rat 4 hours LC50 11 ppm,
mammal 1000 ppm/5 minutes. 3r

PHOSPHORIC ACID - TLV 1 mg/m3 ; mild eye, upper res-
piratory tract irritant. Lowest toxic
concentration, human, 100 mg/m

PHOSPHORUS - TLV 0.1 mg/m3 ; severe irritant, anemia,
bone necrosis, blepharospasm, photophobia.
Inhalation data not available.

Although we do not know the actual composition of smoke with regard to
quantitation of individual species, each of these agents is identified
as an irritant. The mixture can easily be predicted to have an irritant
effect. An irritant is defined as material which will cause an inflam-
matory reaction at the point of contact. The duration, concentration
and potency will all affect the degree of the response. Mild irritation
may be limited to redness and swelling. Severe irritation is not unlike
a thermal burn with frank tissue destruction, erosion of surfaces, in-
creased blood vessel permeability, severe swelling and pain. The con-
sequences of irritant contact depend of course on the nature of the mem-
brane involved. Moderately severe skin irritation is unlikely to have
serious consequences. Moderately severe irritation in the lung is fre-
quently fatal due to the critical fluid membrane requirements for effec-
tive gas exchange. There may, of course, be systemic toxic effects in
addition to the general irritant effect.
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4.1.3.1 Particle Size

Particle size of white phosphorus smoke was studied by Milham, et al.

(1977) and found to be remarkably consistent in range and distribution.
Mass median diameter ranged between 0.8 and 1.2 VM with a log normal
distribution. The shape of the curve changed slightly with changes of
humidity or modification of the formulation. Particle size can be ex-
pected to change with changes in relative humidity, thus after being
inspired into the saturated atmosphere of the upper respiratory tract,
these measured values may change by 25%. Studies of particle deposition
have demonstrated pulmonary deposition site to be dependent on particle
size. (Task Group on Lung Dynamics, 1966; Chan, et al., 1980; Wolff,
et al., 1979). These studies are important in the d-jescription of the
fate of aerosols of water soluble materials. However, results relating
lethal effect to particle size have been inconsistent and predictions
for an uninvestigated aerosol mixture are not in order. Considerable
phosphoric and phosphorous acid probably dissolve in the fluid layer
covering mucus membrane of the nose, mouth or trachea and upper respira-

tory tract. As a result, lung exposure may be less than might be pre-
dicted from models that do not take into account the effects of solu-
bility.

4.1.3.2 Experimental Studies

Since there are not sufficient data to draw conclusions on the basis of
chemical analysis of the smokes, the effect of the mixture as a whole
can be evaluated by exposing animals to the mixture and observing the
effects. A variety of animals has been used for such study. The human
is, of course, of greatest interest since we wish ultimately to make pre-

- idictions concerning human consequences of such exposures.

4.1.3.3 Human Exposures to Phosphorus Smoke

A medical report concerning an accidental 15 minute exposure of humans
to white phosphorous smoke indicated severe respiratory symptoms, includ-
ing necrosis of bronchial epithelium, edema of larynx and vocal cords,
rales, cough and sputum production. These are symptoms of upper and
lower respiratory tract irritation. A number of exposed individuals
were hospitalized. Eight months following the exposure, one of the vic-
tims was still almost unable to speak. This exposure was not quantitated
nor was the composition of the burning material carefully identified
(Walker, et al., 1945).

In other studies (Cooper and Owens, undated; White and Armstrong 1935;
Cullumbine, 1944) exposures to phosphorus smoke of as little as 5 minutes
to concentrations of 188 mg/m3 caused mild symptoms lasting up to 3 days.
Sixteen minutes was the longest exposure time in these studies. Symptoms
included sore throat, headache, coughing and nasal congestion. Shorter
exposures to higher concentrations caused similar symptoms. The effects
of exposures longer than 15 minutes to these concentrations is unknown.
A concentration of 1000 mg/m3 is considered intolerable and 700 mg/m 3 is
described as minimum harassing concentration. "Minimum harassing" is
defined as a concentration at which masks are mandatory (Cullumbine, 1944).
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No data from human subchronic exposures to WP smoke are available nor
are there histopathological data from acute or chronic exposures of
humans to smoke.

4.1.3.4 Laboratory Animal Exposure

Data obtained from exposures of animals to white or red phosphorus,
vapor or smoke, is presented in Table 30 . In most cases, there is not
sufficient data in the published reports to calculate an LC50 or to
evaluate the conditions of the exposure. In particular, no oxygen or

carbon dioxide measurements were made to demonstrate levels in the
exposure chamber during the exposures. In a closed chamber this is
particularly important since low 02 or high C02 would easily cause
death of the animals under study. In addition, the composition of
smoke depends on relative humidity which was generally not reported.

Inhalation studies have been reviewed by Wasti et al. (1978). From these
studies and others (Brown, et al., 1980a; Weimer, et al., 1977) the
approximate midpoint of the mortality curve (LC50) has been very roughly
estimated based on the data listed in Table 30 for several animal
species. Sensitive species include guinea pig and mouse (estimated
LC50 , 400-500 mg/m

3 ). Rat and dog show intermediate sensitivity (esti-
mated LC50 , 1300-1900 mg/m3 ) and goat is quite resistant (estimated
LC50 , 6000 mg/m

3 ). In mice, deaths (4/20) at concentrations as low as
100 mg/m3 have been reported (White and Armstrong, 1935). One hour ex-
posure of rats to the concentrations indicated resulted in the mortality
shown below (Brown, et al., 1980b).

Concentration No. Deaths/No. Exposed

1196 mg/m3  2/10

1295 mg/m3  5/10

1394 mg/m3  6/10

Studies in rats exposed to smoke from red phosphorus demonstrated sig-
nificant lethal effects at a concentration similar to that seen with
white phosphorus smoke. The duration of exposure, however, was much
longer. Thus, a one-hour exposure to 1537 mg/m3 resulted in mortality
of 1/10, a two-hour exposure to 1676 mg/m3 resulted in mortality of
4/10, and three-hour exposure to 1572 mg/m 3 , 8/10 (Weimer, et al., 1977).

In studies by the same workers guinea pigs were shown to be susceptible
under much less severe exposure conditions. Ten-minute exposure to
352 mg/m3 red phosphorus smoke resulted in death of 4 of 10, at an ex-
posure concentration of 800 mg/m 3 , 9 of 10 died. An important differ-
ence is the exposure time.
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4.1.3.5 Histopathology

In several studies histopathological evaluation was conducted on tissues

taken immediately following a single exposure or two weeks after exposure.

Since toxic insult to cells usually requires at least twenty-four hours

to become manifest in histopathological changes, and since moderate

damage is often repaired within two weeks, it is not surprising that

those investigators found little to report. Those lesions which have

been identified include inflammation of trachea and larynx. Perivas-

cular lesions of lung and some lung hemorrhage were found in high dose

rats. Minor liver and kidney changes (cloudy swelling) have been

identified in mice several days post exposure (White and Armstrong, 1935).

I.,

4.1.3.6 Acute Physiological Non-Lethal Changes

The acute non-lethal effects of phosphorus smoke inhalation have included

a variety of pulmonary signs: respiratory distress, pulmonary edema,

pneumonia, atelectasis, and mucus production. The blood picture of rats

and guinea pigs two weeks after a single exposure failed to show consis-

tent changes. Rabbits showed a depression of hemoglobin and RBC follow-

ing exposure to 150 mg/m white phosphorus (Maruo, 1955).

Some additional acute non-lethal effects have been studied but reports

are such that evaluation of data is not possible. For example, pulmonary

resistance following smoke exposure was not different from that of con-

trol animals. The time at which the measurement was taken (e.g., during

exposure, following exposure, following recovery period of 2 hours,

following full recovery) is an important consideration in the evaluation

of the findings but was not included in the report (Brown, et al., 1980a).

4.1.3.7 Subchronic Inhalation Studies

Subchronic exposure (15 minutes/day x 5/wk x 13 weeks) of rats to smoke

demoistrated an LC 40 (estimated) of 1160 mg/m
3. The lower dose of 600

mg/m did not cause any deaths. Respiratory signs following high dose

exposure included dyspnea and wheezing, which cleared within several

hours of each exposure. Body weight, hematology, and blood chemistry

were not consistently affected by the subchronic exposure. Histopatho-

logical findings at six weeks and 13 weeks demonstrated inflammation of

the trachea, larynx and lung (Brown, et al., 1980b).

4.1.3.8 Reproductive Studies

A series of teratology and reproductive studies in rats has been com-

pleted which indicates the absence of effect of white phosphorous/felt

smoke on organogenesis (day 6-15) and on male germ cells (dominant lethal
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3mutations). The high dose was 1000 mg/m. However, details of the ex-
posures - timing and duration - are not reported. In addition, there is
no evidence that fetuses were subjected to internal and skeletal exami-
nations. In a single generation reproductive study, significant pup
loss was recorded following live birth. Surviving pups weighed consis-
tently less in the high dose group than in the control or the low dose
group. Again, details of the exposure are not presented (Brown, et al.,
1980b).

4.1.3.9 Discussion

With the realization that human sensitivity to toxic materials is highly
variable, one should expect an order of magnitude difference between
most and least sensitive representatives of the species. One would
therefore anticipate a concentration range for any toxic effect rather
than a sharp cut-off point between effect and no effect.

Using animal data we see that isolated deaths due to inhalation exposure
of white phosphorous smoke are recorded at concentrations as low as 100
mg/m (White and Armstrong, 1935). It appears that for most species
tested, the critical concentration for LC is close to 2000 mg/m
There is cause for concern in the abrupt rise of the dose/response re-
lationship for lethal effects in rats. There is no information to sug-
gest that the human experience will be significantly different from that
of other animals. Unfortunately, most human exposure has been unquanti-
tated. The few measured exposures suggest that the human will not be
among the intensely sensitive species. However, the exposures which
have been studied in humans at concentrations between 100 and 700 mg/m3

and which resulted in reversible pulmonary symptoms and mucus membrane
irritation were of less than 15 minute duration. These concentrations
might well cause very serious effects with longer exposure. Sparse
animal data suggest that the single non-lethal exposure does not carry
likelihood of chronic sequelae. In humans, scarring of the vocal cords
has been noted.

One would guess that exposures longer than 15 minutes to concentrations
approaching 2000 mg/m would result in increasing numbers of deaths
among exposed humans. The longer the duration of the exposure at each
concentration, the greater the number of fatalities expected. Actual
human data at concentrations in this range have been for exposure times
of 15 minutes or less and have resulted in no reported fatal incidents.
There is no model by which extrapolation can be used to predict safe
and unsafe exposure times. Moderate human exposure would be expected to
cause symptoms of upper and lower respiratory tract irritation with more
emphasis on nose and trachea than lung. If HCN or CO were to be genera-
ted in high enough concentrations, compromise of the oxygen delivery sys-
tem would also be noted. Clearly, the actual composition of the smoke
will determine the effect of the mixture. If the actual composition of
the smoke is dependent on weather conditions (% humidity) or temperature
of combustion (as is generally the case), the cumulative toxicity will
also change.
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Subchronic animal experiments demonstrated tracheal and laryngeal inflam-
mation as would be expected from exposure to irritant materials. The
possibility of osteomyelitis and bone necrosis resulting from chronic phos

phorus smoke exposure has not been adequately investigated, although it
is doubtful if this particular effect can be studied in animal models.
More accurate analyses of smoke composition and concentration of constitu-
ents and the identification of the toxic entity causing "phossy jaw"

would be appropriate preliminary steps before designing and performing
chronic inhalation toxicity studies in animals.

4.1.4 Chronic Toxicity

The literature on the chronic toxicity of white phosphorus in humans has
been extensively reviewed elsewhere (Hughes et al., 1962; Miles, 1972,
Heimann, 1946; Kennon and Hallam, 1944). The principal toxic manifesta-
tion of occupational exposure to white phosphorus is necrosis of the jaw,
also referred to as "phossy" jaw. The association between this malady
and occupational exposure in the match-making industry was reported in
Vienna in 1839, in England in 1862, and in France in 1858 (Hughes et al.,

1962). The use of white phosphorous for making matches ceased long ago
as the result of legislation and the introduction of much safer substi-

tutes. Where white phosphorus still must be used, better ventilation of
work areas, the use of protective clothing and respiratory equipment and
the improvement in general health and dental hygiene of workers have
markedly reduced incidence and severity of the disease in spite of an
actual increase in the number of exposed workers. Nevertheless, "phossy"
jaw remains a definite hazard.

In spite of the long history of the prevalence of this disease and numer-
ous investigations into its etiology, several key questions remain un-

answered!

(i) What levels of exposure are toxic; put another way, what
levels can be considered safe?

(2) What is the toxic entity?

(3) Why are the lower jaw, and less frequently, the upper jaw
virtually the only sites in the osseous system noticeably

affected?

1. There appears to be no data relating exposure levels of phos-
phorus vapors or phosphorus compounds with disease incidence in humans.
It has been noted by most reviewers that the length of time that a worker
was exposed before the disease was diagnosed was highly variable. Hunter
(1957, cited by Hughes et al., 1962) says that cases have occurred up to
two years after leaving exposure. In a report on 10 cases of jaw necrosis
diagnosed between 1948-1958, the interval between first exposure and diag-
nosis ranged from 10 months to 18 years (Hughes et al., 1962). In all of
these cases the dental health before exposure had been considered good and
had been monitored periodically during and after industrial exposure to
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phosphorus. There was no mention of how many other workers were simi-
larly exposed and were studied for this report. No data on exposure
levels were reported.

2. Vapors of elemental phosphorus and the intermediate oxide,

P203 or its corresponding acid are the suspected toxic entities in
chronic exposure (Miles, 1972; Hughes et al., 1962). (The intermediate
oxide P203 exists as P406 in vapor phase and reacts rapidly with water
to form H3P03, phosphorus acid.) Excepting high concentrations that
would be extremely irritating, P205 or its acid H3P04 would appear to be
ruled out as the toxic entity because a normal human consumes and ex-
cretes (principally in the urine) between 1/2 - 2 gms of P04  per day.

Arsenic has also been considered as the causative entity or possibly as
a co-factor because this element is normally part of the phosphate rock,
from which phosphorus is prepared.

3. That the maxillary bones are preferentially affected in this
disease suggested that the toxic entity had a local action. Caries and
gingival inflammation could provide a route of entry to the bone.

However, the present consensus seems to favor the hypothesis that phos-
phorus or the toxic entity has a systemic effect and that the jaw bones,
because of their unique vulnerability to infection via the teeth and
gingiva, are the sites affected. Anecdotal reports of spontaneous frac-
tures and chronic osteomyelitis being associated with occupational expo-
sure to phosphorus have been cited as supporting this view (Miles, 1972
and Heimann, 1946, each cited several authors on this point).

Heimann (1946) summarized the hypothetical development of phossy jaw as
follows: there is a reduction in diameter of the Haversian canal due to
the laying down of new bone; consequently, there is restricted blood
supply to the bone so that the bone becomes poorly nourished and vulner-
able to infection via decaying teeth or the gingival margin. Concrete
support for this hypothetical development seems to be lacking.

Experimental studies in animals have not demonstrated a jaw necrosis, but
abnormal development of bone has been reported. Usually there is widen-
ing of the epiphyseal and subepiphyseal areas. These are the sites where
most bone growth and remodeling occurs. Two studies are fairly typical
of findings in experimental animals. Fleming et al. (1942) administered
yellow phosphorus orally in the diet or by subcutaneous injection in oil.
Rats receiving 0.8-0.05 mg/kg/day by subcutaneous injection lived an
average of 6 months at the high dose and almost 2 years at the low dose.
The histopathological changes in bone were described as "... a thickening
of the epiphyseal line by new bone tissue with the extension of thin,
more or less closely packed trabeculae into the shaft.., noted in prac-
tically all of the animals receiving phosphorus." There was a dose/
response relationship, and controls, receiving no phosphorus, did not
display these changes. There were no remarkable differences between test
and control animals in any of the other tissues examined including the
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liver and kidney. Comparing subcutaneous and oral routes, these authors
did not see growth depression when phosphorus was given subcutaneously,
and observed that growth depression seen in rats receiving phosphorus
orally in the diet (also see Sollman, 1925) was probably due to inani-
tion. Alternatively or in addition, the food with phosphorus added may
have been unpalatable.

In a more recent study, Whalan et al. (1973) incorporated white phos-
phorus in the diet of young rats. At 0.065 mg/rat/day the dose corres-
ponds to "'1.3 mg/kg/day in the 23 day old rats used in this study.
After only 16 days, the changes seen were thickening and increased radio-
graphic density of the metaphysis. Histologically, the trabeculae were
found to be abnormally thickened, accounting for the increased density.
Lying against the bone were abnormally small, elongated, and presumably
inactive osteocytes -- specialized bone cells thought to be responsible
for resorption of bone during growth and remodeling of the trabeculae.

In the older literature, a number of other chronic effects in man were
reported including blood electrolyte changes, abnormal differential
leukocyte counts, anemia, indefinite digestive complaints, loss of appe-
tite, bleeding of the mucous membranes and albumin in urine, and in
severe cases a general cachexia (see review and citations of Heimann,
1946). However, it is unclear which of these changes were specific
toxic manifestations and which were secondary to either severe necrosis
of the jaw with possibly consequent deterioration in nutrition, or liver
toxicity with its sequalae. In the most recent case report series,
Hughes et al. (1962) found no predictors or symptoms other than the den-
tal problems. In a study of 48 healthy men working in a phosphorus plant
and 28 controls, there were no detectable significant differences between
the exposed group and the controls in the following:

Hematology and blood chemistry

e hemoglobin

9 total white count

* differential count

* inorganic phosphorus

9 alkaline phosphatase

* calcium

* magnesium

Other parameters examined

* urine creatinine

* radiographs of hands.
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In one case discovered during this investigation, no abnormalities in
hematology, serum chemistry, liver function tests, urine chemistry, and
calcium metabolism were found. These authors concluded that the only
clear indication of low-level chronic toxicity is the sudden appearance
of an infected or painful tooth or area of the jaw that upon appropriate
intervention fails to heal properly. Thus, a periodic dental examina-
tion program (2-4 month intervals), the insistence on maintenance of
sound dental health, and the immediate removal from phosphorus exposure
of persons needing dental work other than for minor procedures (small
fillings and scaling) was concluded to be the only reasonable course of
action.
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4.1.5 Other Toxic Chemicals Used in Production of
WP/F or RP/BR Smoke Munitions

Methylene Chloride

A large amount of work has been done and reported on the physiological
behavior and toxicity of methylene chloride. Several good compilations
of the key research have been made (Mitre Corp., 1976; NAS, 1977; U.S.
EPA, 1977) including a current published survey by NIOSH (1976). A
brief synopsis of the metabolism and major toxicological manifestations
of methylene chloride exposure are presented below. Most of this work
has previously been reviewed for the Army (ADL, 1978).

4.1.5.1 Absorption, Metabolism, Excretion

Methylene chloride is absorbed principally through the lungs and is par-
tially eliminated unchanged in expired air. DiVincenzo (1972) found
that the amount of methylene chloride present in blood and expired air
was directly proportional to the exposure dose. Working with eleven
male subjects, DiVincenzo found that between 50 and 66% of inhaled
methylene chloride was absorbed during a 2 hour exposure to either 100
or 200 ppm methylene chloride. Excretion occurred mainly through the
lungs with a small amount excreted in urine (22.6 and 81.6 1ig/24-hr.
sample for the 100 and 200 ppm exposures, respectively). Some 40% of
the dose, however, was unaccounted for. Stewart , et al. (1972 a & b)
noted that humans acutely exposed to methylene chloride vapors exhibited
sustained elevations of carboxyhemoglobin levels (COHb) and speculated
that some methylene chloride was metabolized to carbon monoxide (CO) in
vivo. This hypothesis was subsequently confirmed in both animal and
human experiments.

For example, a study conducted with non-smoking human volunteers revealed
a mean COHb level of 12% (in one case, it rose as high as 24% COHb)
following an 8 hour inhalation exposure to 500 ppm methylene chloride.
At a concentration of 100 ppm, blood COib levels reached 5% after 8 hours
exposure (Fodor, 1976). Another study conducted with non-smoking workers
chronically exposed to 180-200 ppm methylene chloride found that COHb
levels increased from a 4.5% COHb baseline to 9% after an 8 hour workday,
but returned to baseline by the start of the next work day (Ratney, 1974).
Increased COHb formation has also been demonstrated in rats (Miller, et al.,
1973; DiVincenzo and Hamilton, 1975; Rodkey and Collison, 1977), rabbits
(Roth, et al., 1975) and guinea pigs (Balmer, et al., 1976).

The proportion of methylene chloride excreted as CO, CO2 or unchanged
methylene chloride varies with dose -- the higher the dose, the higher

the proportion excreted as unchanged methylene chloride.

14Yesair, et al. (1977) demonstrated this in B6C3Fl mice given C-methylene
chloride by the oral route. A dose of 1 mg/kg methylene chloride in cornoil was metabolized to 14CO(45%) and 14 C02(50%); less than 3% of the radio-

activity was eliminated as methylene chloride. When the dose was in reased
to 100 mg/kg, however, both metabolic pathways decreased (i.e., 20%NCO
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and 25% 14CO2) and the level of unchanged methylene chloride eliminated
in expired air increased to 40% of the administered radioactivity. Simi-
larly, DiVincenzo and Hamilton (1975) found that with higher doses (412-
930 mg/kg by IP injection), rats eliminated 91.5% of the radioactivity
within 24 hours as unchanged methylene chloride in expired air (75% of
this amount was eliminated within 2 hours of dosing). Minimal amounts

"1 were metabolized to CO (3%) and CO2 (2%) with less than 1% excreted inthe urine.

4.1.5.2 Human Effects

The predominant effect of human exposure to methylene chloride is de-
pression of the central nervous system which is characterized by giddi-
ness, irritability, drowsiness, loss of memory, diplopia, nausea, vomit-
ing, numbness and the severe exposure, convulsions, cyanosis and uncon-
sciousness (Mitre Corp., 1976; NIOSH, 1976; NAS, 1977; U.S. EPA, 1977).
The lowest published toxic concentration of methylene chloride by inhala-
tion in humans is 500 ppm for an 8 hour period (RTECS, 1975). Several
fatalities have been linked to methylene chloride exposure particularly
in the form of paint remover formulations (Moskowitz and Shapiro, 1952;
Stewart and Hake, 1976). Methylene chloride vapors are local irritants
to eyes, respiratory tract and skin (NIOSH, 1976). In a study conducted
with human volunteers (Stewart, et al., 1972 a & b) no overt symptoms of
illness were noted in subjects exposed to methylene chloride concentra-
tions up to 515 ppm for 1 hour. After two hours exposure to 896 ppm
methylene chloride, two of three subjects developed lightheadedness
which disappeared within 5 minutes after exposure ceased. Another study
found that CNS function as measured by performance in psychomotor tasks
was impaired following exposure to methylene chloride exposures greater
than 300 ppm for 3-4 hours (Winneke, 1974).

Examination of 103 workers chronically exposed to 50-100 ppm methylene
chloride revealed no increased incidence of cardiovascular, gastrointes-
tinal, genitourinary or CNS diseases when compared to non-exposed workers
(Ballantyne, et al., 1976).

4.1.5.3 Animal Studies

In rats, an acute oral LD50 value of 2136 mg/kg was reported while an
oral dose of 1900 mg/kg was an LD in rabbits (RTECS, 1975). Given
intraperitoneally, doses of 1500 mg1kg in mice and 950 mg/kg in dogs
methylene chloride produced mortality in 50% and 100% of these animals,
respectively (RTECS, 1975). Balmer (1976) reported a 6 hour LC5 0 value
of 11,600 ppm for male guinea pigs.

Instillation of 0.1 ml methylene chloride into the eyes of New Zealand
rabbits produced moderate inflammation of the conjunctiva an eyelids,
excess lachrymation and chemosis. Corneal injury, as measured by corneal
thickness, peaked at 6 hours (59% increase in corneal thickness), and did
not return to normal for 8-9 days. A similar pattern was seen with 0.01
ml of methylene chloride, but the effects were less persistent (Ballantyne,
et al., 1976).
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The level of liver triglycerides increased 2.5 fold in male guinea pigs
exposed by inhalation to 11,100 ppm methylene chloride for 24 hours.
Simultaneous inhalation of 24,100 ppm ethanol antagonized this effect.
However, when guinea pigs were exposed to 500 ppm methylene chloride for
5 days, simultaneous inhalation of ethanol appeared to potentiate the
effects of methylene chloride (Balmer, et al., 1976).

Continuous exposure to 5,000 ppm methylene chloride for up to 7 days
produced lethargy and dehydration in female ICR mice. Body weight
steadily decreased and liver weights were significantly heavier through
day 4. Liver triglycerides increased 12 fold for the first 3 days, then
decreased until day 6 where they plateaued at concentrations 2-3 times

above normal. Lesions were seen in the hepatocytes after only 12 hours
of exposure (Weinstein, et al., 1972).

Continuous exposure of several species of animals to 5,000 or 1,000 ppm
methylene chloride for periods up to 14 weeks was reported by Haun (1971)
and MacEwen (1972). Results of these studies indicated severe weight
loss in all species and signs of CNS depression in dogs, monkeys, rats
and mice at 5,000 ppm, and in dogs and monkeys at the 1,000 ppm level.
A significant number of dogs at 1,000 ppm and mice at 5,000 ppm died.
Histopathological lesions of liver associated with hepatic failure were

noted in dogs, rats, and mice. Haun also reported liver injury in monkeys
at 1,000 ppm.

Heppel, et al. (1944) examined the effects of daily inhalation of 10,000
ppm methylene chloride 4 hours per day, 5 days per week for 8 weeks in
several species. At necropsy, two of four dogs exhibited moderate centri-

lobular congestion in the liver with narrowing of liver cell cords and
slight to moderate fatty degeneration (only the liver was examined).
Slight to moderate fatty degeneration of the liver was also observed in
4 of 6 guinea pigs, but no microscopic lesions attributable to exposure
were found in monkeys, rats or rabbits.

Bornmann and Loeser (1967) reported no adverse effects in rats maintained
on drinking water containing 125 mg/1l methylene chloride for 91 days and
Yant (1930) found that mean consumption of 5,950 mg/l methylene chloride
in their drinking water (time unspecified) produced no apparent signs of
toxicity in dogs.

4.1.5.4 Teratogenesis

Schwetz, et al. (1975) exposed pregnant rats and mice to 1,250 ppm
methylene-hT-ide 7 hours per day on days 6-15 of gestation. Extra
sternebra were found in 6 (50%) of the mouse litters compared to 3 (14%)
of the control litters; cleft palates and rotated kidneys were present
in 2 (17%) of the litters from exposed mice. An increased incidence of
dilated renal pelvis and delayed ossification of the sternebra were
noted in fetal rats indicating some evidence of fetal toxicity from
methylene chloride for both species.
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4.1.5.5 Mutagenesis

Filippova (1967) found methylene chloride was not mutagenic against
Drosophila, and Simmon, et al. (1977) reported that methylene chloride
did not increase the mitotic recombination in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
D3. However, both Simmon et al. and Jongen, et al. (1978) found exposure
to vapors of methylene chloride were highly mutagenic in the Ames Salmo-
nella microsome test. Jongen, et al., noted a dose-related increase in
mutation frequency in Salmonella typhimurium strains TA98 and TAI00 ex-
posed to 5,700-17,100 ppm methylene chloride in gas-tight boxes for 48
hours. Addition of induced liver microsomal fraction caused a slight
enhancement of mutations over the values observed without activation.
Similar results were reported by Simmon, et al.

Methylene chloride has also been found to induce transformations in an
in vitro Fischer rat embryo cell system (F1706) (Price, et al. 1978)

4.1.5.6 Carcinogenesis

No long-term carcinogenicity data are currently available. Preliminary
findings from a 2-year inhalation study suggest no evidence of cancer in
rats or hamsters after 12 months, but the study has not been completed

(Mod. Paint Coat, 1977).

Theiss, et al. (1977) examined the frequency of lung adenomas in strain
A/st male mice injected intraperitoneally with 160, 400 or 800 mg/kg
methylene chloride 3 times a week for 16-17 injections. The mice were

killed 24 weeks after the first injection. The frequency of pulmonary
adenoma was somewhat elevated at all 3 doses, but was not significantly
different from controls at a p value of 0.05.
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4.2 Effects on Flora and Fauna

In the last ten years, research sponsored by the U.S. Army has generated
a significant amount of information on certain potential acute toxicity
effects of white phosphorus (WP) and, to a lesser degree, red phosphorus/
butyl rubber (RP/BR). The acute toxicity of white phosphorus and "phossy
water" to finfish and other aquatic organisms has been investigated, but
parallel information is unavailable for RB/BR. The acute inhalation and
oral toxicity of both compounds has been studied with laboratory mammals,
but phytotoxicity information and toxicity data for other animals are
generally lacking. Also generally lacking is information on the poten-
tial chronic toxicity thresholds for terrestrial organisms for the
various exposure routes. There are some effects data based on field
observations involving discharges of WP or phossy water from smoke pro-
duction to the environment, but these data are somewhat qualitative and
lacking in some of the aspects required for thorough cause and effects
characterization.

A recent compilation of information on WP effects on aquatic organisms
was completed by Sullivan, et al. (1979). This compilation indicates
that those portions of WP or phossy water that remain as P4 in the
aquatic environment are acutely toxic to aquatic organisms at very low
concentrations. In particular, LC5 ^'s for 96-hour exposure of finfish

generally range from 2 to 154 jg/l. The most sensitive species, like
the bluegill and fathead minnow, exhibit LC50 's of 1-4 (95% confidence)
and .4 jg/l respectively in lab tests (Sullivan, et al. 1979). The re-
ported range of levels acutely toxic to algae and aquatic invertebrates
is generally on the order of 20-30 pg/l, indicating that finfish are
likely the most sensitive receptors in a given aquatic system. The re-
ported data also indicate rapid P4 uptake and poisoning of finfish, but
rapid depuration of sublethal levels in clean water.

Studies of field situations associated with WP smoke production have in-
cluded reports of "extensive fish kills" after heavy rains in Yellow Lake,
Pine Bluff Arsenal, AR (Sullivan, et al. 1979). Yellow Lake formerly
received phossy water discharges from the wet line of WP smoke produc-
tion at Pine Bluff Arsenal, via a presently dry creekbed. While WP pro-
duction was active at Pine Bluff, the Lake reportedly supported active
finfish and waterfowl populations while exhibiting mean phosphorus con-
centrations in the .20-.25 mg/l range. The tributary creek that received
the production plant's phossy water discharge reportedly exhibited P4
concentrations of about 1-3 mg/l, and was devoid of the major forms of
invertebrate and vertebrate aquatic life (Sullivan, et al. 1979). During
and following heavy rains, P4 concentrations in fish livers reportedly
rose by factors of 50-100 (or more), and large fish kills were reported.
The authors suggested the potential introduction of larger amounts of P4-
laden sediments in the Lake as possible explanations for the fish kills.
Data of P4 levels in the Lake at the time of the kills were unavailable.

In any case, there is evidence to suggest that ambient P4 levels in the
ppm range could preclude fish survival.
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Observed waterfowl mortality in the field has also been attributed to
ingestion of phosphorus-laden materials by Coburn (1950) in Burrows,
et al.(1973). Experimental data from laboratory studies indicated that
levels of 3 mg/kg body weight were lethal to ducks within 6-33 hours
(Burrows, et al. 1973).

Acute toxicity data for WP, WP/felt, and RP/BR for terrestrial organisms

has been summarized by the Army's Chemical Systems Lab (Brown, Personal
Communication, 1980). Table 31 displays that data. Mammals are the

only terrestrial organisms for which such data are available and, even
as a class, appear to exhibit differential sensitivities to P4 exposure.
Guinea pigs reportedly exhibited the greatest sensitivity to inhalation
of simulated WP/felt and RB/BR smokes, suffering laryngeal damage and
resultant mortality at concentrations in the 4,000-5,000 mg/minute/m

3

concentration range (measured as phosphoric acid in the RB/BR experi-
ments). Other mammals, including rats and dogs, experienced mortality
only at time-dependent concentrations at least two orders of magnitude
greater than those fatal to the guinea pigs (Weimer, et al, 1977). Oral
dosage studies with rats produced LC50's in the .85-1.48 ml/kg range
respectively for RP/BR and WP/felt, and there is reported evidence of
sublethal (irritation) effects at atmospheric concentrations of RB/BR
smoke equivalent to 178 mg/minute/m3 (as phosphoric acid) (CSL summary,
undated, from Brown, 1980).

The potential effects of the degradation products of phosphorus smokes
were discussed by Burrows, et al (1973). Phosphite, hypophosphite,
phosphine, and poly- and ortho-phosphoric acids all reportedly exhibit
far less toxicity potential than residual P4 in the environment. Phos-
phine may exert adverse effects on some finfish in concentrations of 3-6
ppm, while the other substances may be generally biostimulatory, or ex-
hibit minor inhibitory effects on microphytes at concentrations greater
than 100 ppm (Burrows, 1973).
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5.0 HAZARD ASSESSMENTS

5. 1 Methodologies for Hazard Assessment

5.1.1 Introduction

Hazard assessment, also known as risk assessment or risk analysis,
consists of rational and systematic techniques for identifying hazards

and quantifying risks. The basic elements of the hazard assessment
process include:

o Hazard Identification: Types of hazards, sources, and
properties.

9 Hazard Quantification: Estimates of frequency, severity,
V1 and populations at risk.

* Hazard Assessment: Acceptability of risk and mitigating
factors.

The major limitation of the hazard assessment process is incomplete
data. This problem is particularly acute for assessing the hazards of
future manufacture and use of the WP-F and RP-BR smokes. The basic
approach that has been followed is to extrapolate from experience with
other types of screening smokes and other types of industrial and
environmental hazards. The situation is complicated further, however,

because much of the data assembled for extrapolation will become
obsolete as changes are made in the manufacturing process, training
procedures, and field applications.

on the other hand, the existing data are useful and can function as a
foundation for the development of scenarios and, given an array of
assumptions, the assessment of future hazards.

5.1.2 Hazard Identification

The initial step in the hazard assessment process is the collection of
data and their organization into a rationalframework. In general,
distinctions are made between: (1) hazards occurring during production
or during use, and (2) the impacts of hazards on humans or the
environment.

Hazard assessment begins with the identification of hazardous agents
and their expected concentrations and physical states. For any given
agent, a variety of concentrations and physical states may be expected.

*Human hazard assessment must consider potential routes of exposure such
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as inhalation or skin contact, duration of exposure, population at risk
for the set of previous agent-exposure conditions, and controls or
personal protection which may ameliorate the effects of the exposure.
Environmental hazard assessment must consider emission pathways, persis-

tence in the environment, flora or fauna at risk, and pollution controls.

5.1.3 Hazard Assessment

The procedure for conducting the hazard assessment of WP-F and RP-BR
production and use followed several steps:

(1) Collection and organization of data on potential hazards.

(2) Review of the life cycle phases of production and use and

identification of possible failure modes and effects.

(3) Estimation of the probability of hazards which have the
potential for extensive environmental damage or severe

personal injury by developing fault-trees.

(5) Summarization and discussion of data limitations or assump-
tions of the results of the previous steps.

The hazard assessment process starts with an unstructured, qualitative,
and agent-specific listing or identification of hazards. For purposes
of assessment, a Failure Mode and Effects Analysis is developed. This

analysis considers selected life cycle phases in the production and use
of WP-F and RP-BR. For each phase, one or more potential initiating
incidents were identified. For each incident there may be one or more
failure modes and related effects. If the effect occurs, it is rated

on a scale from I (minor injury), 2 (multiple minor injury), 3 (major
injury), 4 (multiple major injury or single fatality, to 5 (multiple
fatality). Finally, activities which can prevent the effects from
occurring or lessen their severity are identified.

Fault-tree analysis was used to estimate the probability of occurrence
of specific events. A fault-tree describes the chain of events which

leads to a hazardous event such as "Environmental Damage in the Field"
from use of WP-F or RP-BR. In fault-tree design the symbol is an
"OR" gate; the probabilities of events entering an "OR" gate are added;
the symbol 0 is an "AND" gate; the probabilities of events entering an
"AND" gate are multiplied. For example, consider the event "Damage to
Flora/Fauna" which has a probability of occurrence conditional upon the

probability of susceptible populations being present and the concentra-
tion of a pollutant being above some threshold of toxicity. Since both
events are necessary, their probabilities are multiplied. In such a

case, if it can be shown that the probability of having toxic concentra-
tions is very low, then the probability of the resulting event "Damage"
will also be very low even if the probability of having susceptible
populations is high.
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* 5.2 Hazard Assessment for Production Operations

5.2.1 Hazard Identification

Previous sections have described the raw and waste materials for
RP-BR and WP-F production, and the products or by-products of smoke

deployment. These materials are summarized in Table 3Z and their
potentially hazardous properties are described.

5.2.2 Hazard Quantification

The process of hazard assessment for the production of RP-BR and WP-F
screening smokes includes the development of a generalized Failure Mode
and Effects Analysis (FMEA). This methodology considers phases in the
life cycle of production and provides a framework for reviewing various
possible failures and their effects. This approach was originally
developed for systems safety analyses of the mechanical components of
U.S. Air Force and NASA projects. In this case, however, FMEA is not
used for the analysis of potential component failures but, rather, for

a general review of the production process.

The FMEA for production, shown in Table 33, addresses the following
life cycle phases:

* WP-F Shell Filling
* WP-F Burster Insertion

9 WP-F Leak Testing
* WP-F Pollution Control

9 RP-BR Mixing

* RP-BR Extrusion
e RP-BR Pollution Control

The purpose of this analysis is to describe the relationship between
potential failures and their effects. Furthermore, the adverse effects
of failures identified in the FMEA can be minimized by the introduction

of preventive measures such as:

e Use of enclosed systems to prevent spills and splashes.
* Strict enforcement of protective equipment rules.

e Exhaust ventilation to control emissions.

While methods such as FMEA are considered an integral part of the hazard

measurement process, measurements of the quantitative levels of risks

are necessary to prioritize the implementation of preventive measures
and to make judgments about the acceptability of risks. Unfortunately,
quantification is difficult, particularly when there is little informa-
tion on past operating experience. In order to resolve this problem

quantitative estimates of risk have been developed using a range of
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j estimates and by analogy to similar systems where quantitative data are

available. Tables 34, 35, and 36 show several types of data which can
be used in the development of a fault-tree analysis which results in an
estimate of the probability that a hazardous event will occur.

Figure 9 is a fault-tree which was developed for leak testing of WP-F
shells. Table 37 shows how known risk data were adopted for use in the
fault-tree. This analysis is based upon filling and leak testing of one
shell. If 1,000,000 shells are filled annually, then the model predicts
approximately one WP burn per year from the leak testing operation.

.4 Historically, there have been about 4 WP burns per year at Pine Bluff
Arsenal. No better agreement should be expected between the model and
the work place experience, due to the necessary subjectivity of the as-
signment of probabilities to human actions and the dissimilarity of shell-

* filling operations to the industrial activities from which the failure
rate data were derived. The fault tree analysis shows that engineering
controls, to minimize the incidence of phosphorus-contaminated shells,
and a safety program including the provision of individual protective
equipment and training in its use, are equally important in minimizing
the risk of injury at the leak testing station. If, for example, the
incidence of overflow in the new dry-fill system is one in 100,000 shells,
the model would predict only one WP burn every 10 years, providing that
there is not a relaxation of safety procedures due to the perceived
safety of the operation.

Under normal conditions, production operations are not expected to have

adverse impacts on the environment. On the other hand, failure of the
pollution control system could result in severe localized damage.
Previous discussions estimated that phossy water could be discharged at

concentrations approaching 40 mg/L which is well above the toxicity

threshold of 1 ppb. Failure of air pollution controls would result in
high concentrations at the point of emission but, because of dilution,

exposures downwind would not be severe. Calculations for methylene

chloride emissions have shown that ambient concentrations at the Arsenal

boundary would be well below current EPA standards for volatile hydro-

carbons. Worst case calculations for ambient phosphoric acid indicate
that a maximum concentration of 728 pg/m3 would be found at 300m down-
wind from an aggregated emission source.
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J TABLE 34

FAILURE RATE DATA FOR TYPICAL EQUIPMENT-f I
Mean Failure Rate
or Failure at Demand

Failure Mode Probability

Valve ruptures 1.0 x 10-8/hour

Tank ruptures 1.0 x 10 /year

Connection flange ruptures 1.0 x lO-8/hour

Swivel ruptures 1.0 x 10-8 ihour

Expansion joint ruptures 1.0 x 10-8 /hour

A Compressor ruptures 1.0 x 10-8 /hour

Pump ruptures 1.0 x 10 8 /hour

Relief valve fails to open on demand 1.0 x 10-5/demand

Relief valve opens early 1.0 x 10-5/hour

Automated valve fails to open on demand 1.0 x 10 '/demand

Electronic system fails 1.0 x lO-/hour

utomatic shutdown device fails 1.0 x l0- /demand

Electric motor fails 1.0 x l0-3/demand

Shutdown device fails on demand 1.0 x 10 /demand

Operator fails to observe 1.0 x lo- 3 /demand

Operator fails to take action 3.0 x 10-4/demand

Operator fails to observe audible alarm 3.0 x l0-4 /demand

Audible alarm fails on demand 1.0 x lo-5 /demand

>6-in. pipe rupture 1.8 x 10-9 /ft-yr

Source: Science Applications, Inc. (1975)

Rasmussen, et al (1974).
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TABLE 3.

TYPICAL PROBABILITY OF HUMAN ERROR IN INDUSTRY

Probability

Activity of Error/Task

Critical routine task (e.g., tank 3

isolation) 10

on-critical routine task (e.g., misreading
temperature data) 3 x 10

General error rate at high-stress

activities that are occurring rapidly 2.5 x 10-1

Non-routine operations (e.g., startup,
maintenance) 

10- 2

Checklist inspection 10-

Walk-around inspection 5 x 10-

High-stress Operations:

Responding after major accident

-first minute 1

-after 5 minutes 9 x 10-

-after 30 minutes 10- 1

-after several hours 
102

General human error of observance 5 x 102

Operator actuation of switch 
10- 3

Operator actuation of key-operated switch 
10- 4

-. General human error of omission 
10- 2

Source: Rasmussen, N., et al. (1974), and Walker, J.R. et al.
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TABLE 36,

FREQUENCY OF TYPICAL INDUSTRIAL HAZARDS

I
Frequency

Industrial Hazard per Year

Fire in liquid petroleum product

tank (crude, naphtha, gasoline, etc.)
or other flammable liquid storage tank 3.3 x 10 -

-ajor spill from LNG storage tank <3 x 10 -

Fire/explosion of LPG storage tank 3.3 x 10- 6

Fires and explosions at petroleum
processing plants resulting in
damage outside the plant property 1.4 x 10

Failure of a tank containing
nonflammable materials 2 x 10 -

Source: Atallah, S., and E. M. Drake,
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*Based on filling and leak-testing one shell

FIGURE 9. FAULT-TREE ANALYSIS OF LEAK TESTING
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TABLE 37

I DERIVATION OF PROBABILITY DATA

I Event Analogy Probability

SHELL OVERFLOWS DURING Shutdown device fails 4
F ILLING on demand. 1.0 x 10 /demand. * 3

(Assume 10 demands/ _

hr.) 1.0 x 10 /hr

SHELL LEAKS Connection flange 8
ruptures. 1.0 x 10 /hr

rESTER NOT WEARING General human error of 2
GLOVES omission. 1.0 x 10 /task

GLOVES FAIL Electric motor 1.0 x 10 -/demand

fails

ESTER FAILS TO General human error of _2
)BSERVE LACK OF observance. 5.0 x 10 /task

PROTECTION

FIRST AID DELAYED Human error responding _1
after major accident. 9.0 x 10 /event
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5.2.3 Hazard Assessment

The production of WP-F and RP-BR screening smokes can be conducted with
minimal risk to occupational safety and health and the surrounding
environment if compliance with standard industrial hygiene and environmental
controls is maintained. Pine Bluff Arsenal has established safe operating
procedures including requirements for the use of personal protective
equipment. In case of exposure, emergency eye wash and whole body
drenching tubs are available. To prevent the development of chronic
disease from long-term low-level phosphorus exposure, the Arsenal con-
ducts a dental health surveillance program. In addition, the planned
conversion to enclosed dry line operations will reduce emissions from
production operations.

By reducing process water utilization, the dry line also reduces the
potential for environmental impacts. More importantly, the development
of a zero discharge pollution control system will eliminate the problems
previously associated with process emissions.

Industrial hygiene, medical surveillance, and pollution control programs
are vital aspects of WP-F and RP-BR production and, when strictly
enforced, serve to control a variety of potential hazards.

5.3 Hazard Assessment for Training and Field Use

5.3.1 Hazard Identification

Reference should be made to Table 32 in Section 5.2.1 which includes

potential hazards associated with the use of RP-BR and WP-F smokes

under training and battlefield conditions.

5.3.2 Hazard Quantification

The Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) for training or battlefield
use of RP-BR and WP-F screening smokes shown in Table 3A identifies the
hazard of leaking shells which is similar to the production hazard
discussed in Section 5.2. In addition, hazards which occur during and

after deployment of screening smokes such as troop or community exposure
to airborne smoke or effects on flora and fauna from smoke deposition
or smoke residuals are identified.

Fault-trees for hazardous events which may result from smoke deployment
during training or on the battlefield have been developed. It should
be noted that this analysis depends upon the interaction of two inde-
pendent factors: troop movement and smoke dispersal. In order for the
postulated hazardous exposure to occur, troops and high concentrations
of smoke must be in the same place at the same time. Even when the
location of troops and smoke are the same, exposure may be prevented by

using respiratory protective equipment.
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Figure 10 is a fault-tree which describes the events leading up to the
exposure of troops to hazardous concentrations of smoke. Probabilities
for these events have been derived and their derivation is described in
Table 39. Note that in this case the problem of troop and smoke inter-
action is addressed by assuming that troops will be in the smoke cloud
(p = 1) so that the final assessment of risk is solely dependent upon
the use of adequate respiratory protection. Estimates of the reliability
of the protective equipment and the ability of the individuals exposed to
use them are based upon analogies to industrial situations that are
different in all aspects from the military situations where smoke is
deployed. Thus their validity is problematic. The fault tree analysis
does serve the purpose of pointing out the sensitivity of the hazard
estimation procedure to variations in these two factors.

In order to assess community risks during training or field use of
screening smokes, an additional dispersion calculation has been performed.
This scenario is similar to the extended coverage scenario described in
Chapter 3, except that interest is focused upon the maximum concentration
of smoke at various distances for the deployment site. Furthermore, if
it is assumed that populations may be found at these various distances,
it is important to assess the risks which might be attributable to these
population exposures. Table 40 shows the results of the dispersion
calculation and Table 41 shows the relationship between selected
distances, exposures, and health effects criteria.

Smoke yield increases with relative humidity. (See Appendix B.) At 50
percent humidity, five times the levels of phosphoric acid result, com-
pared to smoke yield in dry atmospheres. The H PO concentration at
5000 m becomes 4.8 x 103 pg/m 3. While the TLV s normally used to
evaluate occupational exposures over an 8-hr work shift, it can also be
used as a guideline for evaluating the potential impact of repeated

short-term community exposures. If populations in the community are
exposed over short durations of time to levels at or near the TLV, one
would not expect toxic effects; however, it is possible that sensitive
individuals would suffer from respiratory irritation. Therefore, it
would be prudent to assure that an uninhabited buffer zone of greater
than 5000 m be established between smoke training areas and local com-
munities. In the continental US, it can be assumed that large-scale
testing and training exercizes will be conducted in remote areas set
aside for such purposes, so exposures of local residents to concentrations
of phosphorus screening smokes approaching the TLV would not be at all
likely. However, if large-scale testing occurs in locations such as Pine
Bluff Arsenal or during field maneuvers in Europe, local inhabitants may
suffer from mild effects.

- -A "worst-case" assessment for deployment of WP-F smokes during training
has been developed to examine the potential magnitude of environmental
impacts. This assessment assumes the following:

& Training site area - 10,000 m2 (2.47 acres).

e Frequency of use - I hr/week; 52 weeks/yr.

• Deployment criteria: Maintain obscuring smoke concentrations
(0.288 mg/m3 ) for one hour. _
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FIGURE10

FAULT-TREE ANALYSIS OF TROOP EXPOSURE
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TABLE 39

DERIVATION OF PROBABILITY DATA

Effect Analogy Probability_

rROOPS IN SMOKE -- Assume 1.0

PROTECTION PRESENT Assume 1.0

POOR TRAINING/ General error rate at
DISCIPLINE high stress activities

that are occurring
rapidly. 2.5 x 10 /task

ROTECTION AVAILABLE Assume 1.0

POOR SUPPLY General human error of 2
omissions. 1.0 x 10 /task

ROTECTION FAILS Relief valve fails to 5
open on demand. 1.0 x 10 /demand

*MOKE CONCENTRATION Assume 1.0
US
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TABLE 40

COMMUNITY EXPOSURE TO FIELD TRAINING DEPLOYMENT

An area of lOOm square is maintaining a concentration of .288g/m 3 of P0 5

for neutral stability in a 3m/s wind, corresponds to an emission rate oi
2 90.9g/s of P20 from the very center of the area source. Based on this
emission rate, oncentrations downwind can be calculated. Remember these
concentrations will be extremely high because the initial concentration
in the area is enough to obscure both visible and infrared electromagnetic
radiation. The model's results are quasi-realistic because the distance
downwind is measured from the center of the area source. The results are

listed below.

x (pg/m3 ) X(M) x(lg/m3 )

100 1.46 x 105 850 1.17 x 104
" 150 9.50 x 104 900 1.10 x 104

200 6.98 x 104 950 1.03 x 104

4 250 5.61 x 104 1000 9.42 x 103

300 4.36 x 104 1050 8.88 x 10 3

350 3.56 x 10 4  1100 8.25 x 103

400 3.06 x 104 1150 7.80 x 103

450 2.67 x 104  1200 7.46 x 103

500 2.26 x 104 1250 7.01 x 103

550 2.09 x 104 1300 6.71 x 103

600 1.84 z 104 1350 6.43 x 103

650 1.66 x 104 1400 6.12 x 103

700 1.51 x 104 1450 5.79 x 103
750 1.39 x 104 1500 5.53 x 103

800 1.26 x 104 2000 3.86 x 103

3000 2.19 x 103

4000 1.47 x 103

5000 9.63 x 102

Emission Rate = 290.9 g/s = Neutral stability; Wind Speed - 3m/s distance

x (m) measured from center of area source. All concentrations in pg/m3 .

Note that all concentrations are P205 NOT H 3PO4.

**

Calculations of this type are rough and should be used for relative drop

off rates.
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-I TABLE 41i

COMMUNITY EXPOSURE ESTIMATES

Distance Downwind CMxi~mum ( elt fet

100 m 1.46 x 105 Intolerable concentra-
tion = 106 1pg/rn 3

Minimum harassing concen-
tratio 9 masks, mandatory
7 x 10 jig/rn3

200 m 6.98 x 104

300 m 4.36 X 104 Lowest toxic concentra-
tion 105 Pg/rn 3

400 m 3.06 X10

500 m 2.26 X 104

600 m 1.84 X 104

700 m 1.51 X 104

800 m 1.26 X 104

900 Mn 1.10 X 104

1000 mn 9.42 x 103

5000 rn 9.63 x 102 Phosphoric Acid TLV=
103 pgr 3
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@ Deployment frequency: 1 shell/50 sec or 72 shells for
the 1-hour training session.

e Shell fill weight: 5,980g smoke formulation (P4).

o Deployment results in uniform distribution over the
training area.

e Residual on the ground = 1% of the formulation.

Figure 11 illustrates the scenario and shows estimates of the residual
dose to the training area. In actual practice it is not likely that
the same target area will be used each week. Training with smoke
screens will probably occur on large practice ranges in isolated parts
of the country such as the National Training Center at Fort
Irwin, California, or the Dugway Proving Ground in Utah. Since these
installations cover thousands of acres (Fort Irwin is about the size
of Rhode Island), repeated smoke deployment on the same site is unlikely
during training maneuvers. On the other hand, testing sites with perma-
nently installed monitoring devices will probably have repeated deploy-
ments over limited areas. In either case environmental impacts from
residual smoke formulations will depend on the amount of residual,
dilution factors, and any efforts taken to neutralize or clean-up the
residual.

In the desert areas of the United States where training with and testing
of smokes are most likely to be carried out, rainfall, though infrequent,
can be torrential, causing a runoff of accumulated depositions into
swollen streams, and from thence to the eventual receiving bodies or

into aquifers which, in either case, could be located beyond the boundaries

of even such vast posts as Fort Irwin and Dugway Proving Ground.

Under the conditions described in Figure 12, the training area receives
a dose of 0.43 mg/L during a training session or 22.4 mg/L on an annual
basis. These concentrations exceed known toxicity thresholds for
aquatic life. For example, while Yellow Lake at Pine Bluff Arsenal
could support active finfish and waterfowl populations with a mean
phosphorus concentration of 0.2-0.25 mg/L, the tributary creek was
devoid of major life forms when the concentration was raised to l-3mg/l.
These data suggest that repeated deployment of screening smokes over
limited areas will result in local impacts on the environment.

5.3.3 Hazard Assessment

The deployment of WP-F and RP-BR screening smokes in training or battle-
field situations presents some hazards which, to a large extent, can be
controlled with proper planning and utilization of protective equipment.
Community risks can be eliminated by locating training sites in isolated
areas. In wartime, community exposure cannot be well controlled; however,
the hazards of screening smokes are negligible in comparison with other
hazards of war.
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FIGURE 11

TRAINING SCENARIO

Trainxing Area

____________________Airborne DispersalA and Deposition
10 ,000m 

2

2.47 Acres

loom

Waterborne Dispersal
of Residual

Deployment
72 shells/hour -> Waterborne Dispersal

___________________of Residual

5,980g/shell Smoke formulation fill weight

430,560g/hr Hourly deployment

4,306g 1% residual

0.43 g/m 3  Uniform Distribution

0.43 g/m 3(0.45 nigh) Dilution in lm 3 H20

22.4 g/m 3 (57 nigh) Annual Dose (52 hours)
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If deployment is concentrated on a small area, environmental impacts are
likely; however, they appear to be reversible as shown by the recovery

of the area surrounding the production facility at Pine Bluff.

5.4 Discussion

The scope of work for this project required the collection of information
for an initial estimate of the occupational and environmental hazards
posed by the manufacture and use of white phosphorus-felt (WP-F) and
red phosphorus-butyl rubber (RP-BR) screening smokes. Information was

collected from a variety of sources including published literature,
on-going research conducted by U.S. Army personnel and contractors,
and site visits to Edgewood Arsenal, Aberdeen Proving Ground
the Pine Bluff Arsenal. In addition, models were developed to character-
ize the environmental fates of the products of smoke deployment. All of

this information was reviewed and served as a foundation for developing
exposure scenarios and, subsequently, assessments of hazards.

The major problem associated with this logical series of tasks and a
4persistent theme throughout the report is the lack of a comprehensive

precise data base.

From the perspective of hazard assessment, there are three basic areas
where additional data are needed:

(1) Characterization of emissions,

(2) Evaluation of exposures, and

(3) Utilization of protective measures.

On-going research at the Illinois Institute of Technology Research

Institute (IITRI) is focusing on the identification of the products of
screening smoke combustion. To date, little work has been conducted to
evaluate exposures either in the occupational setting or in the field.

During the information collection phase of the study only two industrial
hygiene surveys at Pine Bluff Arsenal wereidentified. No attempts to

measure personal exposure in the field were identified. Industrial

hygiene sampling techniques should be applied to measure both worker

and troop exposure.

Identification and evaluation of hazards is a necessary step in estab-
lishing standards and procedures both for the protection of workers and
troops and for the protection of the environment.
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